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Abstract
INVESTIGATION OF BAND BENDING IN n- AND p-TYPE GaN

By Michael Alexander Foussekis
A Dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy in Nanoscience & Nanotechnology at Virginia Commonwealth University.
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2012
Major Directors:
Dr. Michael A. Reshchikov
Associate Professor, Department of Physics
&
Dr. Alison A. Baski
Professor, Department of Physics
This dissertation details the study of band bending in n- and p-type GaN samples with a
Kelvin probe utilizing different illumination geometries, ambients (air, oxygen, vacuum 106

mbar), and sample temperatures (77 – 650 K). The Kelvin probe, which is mounted inside an

optical cryostat, is used to measure the surface potential. Illumination of the GaN surface with
band-to-band light generates electron-hole pairs, which quickly separate in the depletion region
due to a strong electric field caused by the near-surface band bending. The charge that is swept to
the surface reduces the band bending and generates a surface photovoltage (SPV). Information
about the band bending can be obtained by fitting the SPV measurements with a thermionic
model based on the emission of charge carriers from bulk to surface and vice versa.

xvii

The band bending in freestanding n-type GaN templates has been evaluated. The Gapolar and N-polar surfaces exhibit upward band bending of about 0.74 and 0.57 eV, respectively.
The surface treatment also plays a major role in the SPV behavior, where the SPV for
mechanical polished surfaces restores faster than predicted by a thermionic model in dark. When
measuring the photoluminescence (PL) signal, the PL from mechanically polished surfaces was
about 4 orders of magnitude smaller than the PL from chemically mechanically polished
surfaces. The PL and SPV behaviors were explained by the presence of a large density of defects
near the surface, which quench PL and aid in the restoration of the SPV via electron hopping
between defects.
Temperature-dependent SPV studies have also been performed on doped n- and p-type
GaN samples. In Si-doped n-type GaN, the estimated upward band bending was about 1 eV at
temperatures between 295 and 500 K. However, in p-type GaN, the downward band bending
appeared to increase with increasing temperature, where the magnitude of band bending
increased from 0.8 eV to 2.1 eV as the temperature increased from 295 to 650 K. It appears that
heating the p-type GaN samples allows for band bending values larger than 1 eV to fully restore.
Pre-heating of samples was of paramount importance to measure the correct value of band
bending in p-type GaN. The slope of the dependence of the SPV on excitation intensity at low
temperatures was larger than expected; however, once the temperature exceeded 500 K, the slope
began to reach values that are in agreement with a thermionic model.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to Material System and Kelvin Probe
1.1 Motivation and Introduction
Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) based on gallium nitride (GaN) have recently attracted a
great amount of attention as an energy efficient means for commercial lighting. One major
application of GaN-based films was the development of high-brightness LEDs.1 With the
creation of these LEDs, it became possible to develop GaN-based LED displays and other
commercial devices that require a light-emitter. GaN can also be synthesized into laser diodes,
which have currently been implemented in ―Blu-ray‖ disc technology.2 In these devices, a GaNbased laser diode is used to read information stored on ―Blu-ray‖ discs. This technology may
become the next standard for storing optical data, since the Blu-ray discs hold about five times
the amount of data than a standard DVD.2
Semiconductors with electronic band gaps larger than ~2 eV are classified as ―widebandgap‖, and they are well suited for LEDs and high power applications. GaN is a
semiconductor with a band gap of approximately 3.4 eV at room temperature. Along with its
fairly large bandgap, GaN films have many other physical properties which make them
promising for use in optoelectronics, high-power and frequency devices, LEDs, and laser
diodes.3 The melting point of GaN is about 2500oC, and its thermal conductivity is about
1300 W/mK.4 GaN films are also chemically stable at high temperatures and are extremely
resilient to wet chemical etching.5 The chemical, thermal, and inherent structural stability of GaN
films make them appealing for use in devices or as protective coatings.6
Progress is currently being made in the understanding of the bulk and surface defects in
GaN. The presence of defects in GaN-based devices is detrimental to their quantum efficiency
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and reliability.7 Gaining an understanding of the surface and bulk defects and their roles on
device performance will aid the development of higher-quality GaN films for use in future
devices. Despite tremendous progress in understanding of the bulk and surface defects in GaN,
their effect on device performance is not yet completely understood.8
This dissertation is divided into nine chapters: (1) an introduction to the material system
and experimental technique, (2) an extensive literature review on how band bending in GaN has
been previously studied by others, (3) the experimental details of our setup, (4) the overview of a
thermionic model used to fit surface photovoltage (SPV) data, (5) the SPV behavior of Si-doped
n-type GaN, (6) the SPV behavior of polar, bulk undoped GaN, (7) the SPV behavior of Mgdoped p-type GaN, (8) X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and the Hall effect measurements of
GaN films, and finally (9) conclusions and future directions.
1.2 GaN
Gallium nitride was successfully grown in 1932 by Johnson et al.,9 and was shown to be
a mechanically and chemically stable semiconducting material. The growth of high-quality GaN
films for use in devices is not an easy task; one of the major challenges is the high density of
extended defects that occur during film growth. When GaN is grown as a thin film on a variety
of substrates, it tends to have a high density of threading dislocations due to a poor match of the
lattice parameters between GaN and its substrate.10
Gallium nitride naturally forms a wurtzite crystalline structure under ambient
conditions.10 This structure is the combination of two hexagonal closed-packed (HCP) lattices
which are intermeshed. The unit cell of the GaN crystal structure is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1

Unit cell of the wurzite structure of GaN. Lattice constant values: a =
3.19Å and c = 5.19Å.

The c-axis is polar, where one surface will terminate with Ga atoms and N atoms, which will
introduce a spontaneous polarization inside of the crystal. Generally, c-plane sapphire or silicon
carbide is used as a substrate for the epitaxy of c-plane GaN films.11,12 The c-plane is the most
commonly produced orientation for GaN films due to its low cost. Since there is no material with
the same lattice parameters as GaN, the epitaxy of GaN on any substrate will introduce strain to
the crystal.
The doping of GaN with shallow acceptors to produce p-type conductivity was a problem
that took years to resolve. It was not until the late 1960’s that the first electronic devices
containing n- and p-type GaN-based films could be successfully synthesized.13 Amano et al.14
were the first to create Mg-doped GaN with good p-type conductivity by using low energy
electron beam irradiation (LEEBI) in 1989. These authors were also able to synthesize the first
GaN-based LED using the LEEBI technique to create a p-n junction.14 In 1996, S. Nakamura et
al.15 successfully synthesized the first InGaN-based multiple quantum well structure for blue
laser diodes. Even though GaN-based LED structures are routinely produced now, additional
research is currently needed to produce higher quality and more cost effective GaN films.
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A major issue that is still associated with the growth of GaN films is the high density of
point and extended defects, which prove detrimental to device performance.4,16 Reducing the
large number of extended defects has been a goal in the research and development of GaN film
growth. Research of the GaN surface has progressed tremendously over the years, but the
influence of the surface conditions on device performance is still not completely understood.
As a result of a net negative or positive surface charge, the surfaces of n- and p-type GaN
exhibit upward and downward band bending, respectively.17,18,19 The band bending (0) gives
rise to a depletion region, which affects the optical and electronic properties of GaN-based
devices.20 The dominant source of surface charge responsible for the band bending at the surface
of GaN is still unknown, but it may be related to the defects in the GaN crystal.
In this work, we will divide the surface defects in GaN films into two categories: internal
and external. The internal defects consist of defects belonging to the GaN crystal such as
dangling bonds, impurities, native defects, spontaneous polarization, stress in the crystal lattice,
and surface reconstructions. In an attempt to reduce the number of internal defects, GaN films
are synthesized by hydride vapor phase epitaxy (HVPE), molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), or
metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) and are epitaxied onto sapphire, silicon, and
silicon carbide substrates.11,12,21 The presence of a large amount of internal defects along with
their poor understanding negatively affects the efficiency and reliability of GaN-based devices.22
Along with the internal defects which are related to the crystal structure, the external
defects also contribute to poor device performance. The external defects can include a native thin
oxide layer and any adsorbed species. It has been established that a monolayer of chemisorbed
oxygen exists on the surface of GaN, which may form a thin (~1 nm) oxide layer on the
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surface.23 Work has been performed to determine the properties of the native surface oxide on
GaN; however, there is little information about the properties of this oxide layer.24
The internal (surface related) and external (adsorbed species) defects in GaN films lower
the efficiency of GaN-based devices. Both the internal and external defects may contribute to the
net surface charge which is responsible for band bending in GaN films, but the roles of these
defects in the magnitude of the near-surface band bending are still unknown.
In this dissertation, the band bending in GaN will be investigated through the surface
photovoltage (SPV) behavior measured by a Kelvin probe setup. In particular, the band bending
will be estimated by fitting SPV measurements with a thermionic model.

1.3 Kelvin Probe Method
The Kelvin probe technique provides a non-contact, non-destructive measurement of the
work function of a given material in reference to a vibrating metal probe. This method is very
sensitive to the top most atomic layers, which makes it a valuable tool for surface studies. The
Kelvin probe setup is structured like a vibrating capacitor and is able to measure the difference in
work functions between two conductive materials. William Thomson (Lord Kelvin)
schematically designed the Kelvin probe apparatus and technique around 1861, and N. Knoble
was the first person to utilize a constantly vibrating reference probe in 1932.25 The Kelvin probe
measures the contact potential difference (CPD), or potential difference between a surface and
probe. This potential difference is proportional to the amount of surface charge. By measuring
the surface potential of our samples, we are able to obtain information about the near-surface
band bending, as well as about what chemical processes occur at the surface in dark and under
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illumination.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The band bending in GaN can be measured by various techniques. The most common
techniques to measure band bending in semiconductors are X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), atomic force microscopy (AFM) in
scanning Kelvin probe mode (SKPM), and the Kelvin probe technique. Results from the study of
band bending in GaN using these techniques are reported and discussed below.

2.1 XPS and UPS studies of band bending in GaN
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
(UPS) have been used previously to determine the amount of band bending in various
semiconductors, including Si and GaAs.26,27,28,29,30,31 Researchers have used these techniques to
also study band bending in both n- and p-type GaN. 32,34,37,39,40,41
Under X-ray or high energy UV illumination with photon energy h, electrons are ejected
from GaN into vacuum. In an XPS or UPS setup, these ejected electrons are captured by a
electron detector which measures their kinetic energy (KE) based on the field applied. The XPS
spectra are commonly plotted as electron counts vs. binding energy (BE), where:

BE  h  KE.
The electrons that are ejected from the surface and measured by the detector will come from the
top 1-10 nm near the surface. Due to the presence of band bending at the surface, the photoejected electrons then will originate from the depletion region. It is important to note that the
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binding energy is defined as the energy from a given electron orbital to the surface Fermi-level.
The surface Fermi-level will be located deeper than the bulk Fermi-level due to the upward or
downward band bending.
Figure 2 shows an energy level diagram for the sample and XPS spectrometer, assuming
that the measured sample is a conductive material.

Figure 2

Energy level diagram of sample and XPS spectrometer. In this diagram
it is assumed that the sample is conductive, so that the Fermi-levels
align.

It is assumed for a conductive sample that the Fermi-levels of the spectrometer and sample are
aligned. The kinetic energy measured by the spectrometer, KE , is different than the true value
of the kinetic energy of the photo-ejected electron, KE, because it is affected by the work
function of the spectrometer, spec. However, when the Fermi-levels are aligned, one does not
need to know the work function of the sample, sample, and the true value of the kinetic energy,
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KE. Instead, the known value of spec and the measured KE could be used to calculate the
binding energy as:
BE  h  KEmeasured  spec .

Therefore, it is imperative for the Fermi-levels to be in alignment to measure the absolute
values of the binding energy in XPS measurements. If the Fermi-levels are not aligned, the
values of the reported values of the binding energy will be shifted. Also for our GaN samples,
changing the band bending will additionally shift the values of the binding energy due to changes
in the work function of the sample. Another source of error can stem from how stable the work
function of the detector is. The adsorption coefficient for Mg-K X-rays in GaAs is about 1000
to 10,000 cm-1, which is expected to be similar for GaN.33 The penetration depth of the X-ray
will not play a major role in the number of electrons measured; the limiting factor is the ability
for electrons to escape the surface without undergoing collisions (mean free path). This means
electrons will be captured from the first few nanometers (up to10 nm) of the material.
By accurately determining the position of an electron orbital relative to the valence band
(EV - Orbital), the position of the surface Fermi-level can be estimated as:
EF Surface  BE  ( EV  Orbital ).

Using XPS or UPS data, the band bending in GaN can be estimated using the measured
position of the Ga3d peak. Figure 3 illustrates how the position of the surface Fermi-level can be
obtained from measurement of the Ga3d peak with XPS/UPS.
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Figure 3

Schematic band diagram of GaN showing the position of the Ga 3d
orbital. Since the position of the Ga3d peak relative to the valence band
is known, the position of the surface Fermi-level can be calculated.

In this example, the binding energy (red arrow) measured from the XPS/UPS setup is defined as
the energy from the Ga3d level to the surface Fermi-level. From this figure, it is apparent that the
surface Fermi-level position can be estimated as:
EF Surface  BEGa 3d  17.76 eV.

The position of the bulk Fermi-level can be determined from the Hall effect. With the
information about the position of the Ga3d peak (therefore the surface Fermi-level) and the bulk
Fermi-level, it is possible to estimate the band bending as the difference between the bulk and
surface Fermi-levels.
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Waldrop and Grant34 accurately measured the energy difference between the valence
band maximum and the energy level of the Ga3d peak to be approximately 17.76±0.03 eV, for an
AlN/GaN heterojunction. The results are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4

XPS binding energy spectrum for GaN (0001). [34]

The data from this figure was fit with a theoretical broadening of the valence band density of
states for GaN (fitting not shown in this figure).35 The purpose of this fitting was to accurately
determine the position of the valence band maximum relative to the Ga3d peak. This type of
fitting was performed 15 times in different locations to enhance their accuracy. They believed
that the results from this measurement were more accurate than the previously measured 17.1 eV
by Martin et al.36 who also used XPS on an AlN/GaN heterostructure. The measurement of the
Ga3d peak will provide information about the position of the surface Fermi-level, since photogenerated electrons are ejected from the depletion region close to the surface.
In this work, the position of the position of the surface Fermi-level determined by XPS
will be calculated by subtracting the measured value of the Ga3d peak from the value the value of
EGa 3d  EValence Band (17.76±0.03 eV), measured by Waldrop and Grant.34
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This method of calculating band bending has been employed by Tracey et al.37 for clean
n- and p-type GaN surfaces. They studied the surfaces of n- and p-type GaN grown on an AlN
buffer layer by the metal organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) technique. The surfaces
included an n-type sample with n ~2×1017 cm-3, and a p-type sample with NA-ND ~3×1018 cm-3
calculated from the Hall effect and C-V measurements, respectively. In this study, all of the
samples were treated with acetone, methanol, and then kept in HCl (37%) for 10 min.
Afterwards, all of the samples were rinsed with deionized water for 10 s and loaded into the XPS
chamber. The XPS spectra were taken from the samples as-loaded (after the previously described
treatment), or were additionally cleaned in situ with a chemical vapor cleaning process. The
cleaning process involved exposing the samples to ammonia and annealing at 865oC for 15 min.
Figure 5 shows the XPS spectra from the as-loaded, and cleaned GaN(0001) surfaces.

Figure 5

XPS spectra of Ga3d peak for (i) as-loaded GaN(0001) and (ii) clean
GaN(0001) surfaces. The spectra were obtained using Mg Ka X-rays.
The spectra were offset vertically for ease in viewing. [37]

The Ga3d peak positions for the as-loaded and cleaned surfaces of the n-type GaN samples were
21.0±0.1 eV (FWHM 1.3±0.1 eV) and 20.6±0.1 eV (FWHM 1.3±0.1 eV), respectively. The Ga3d
spectra exhibited a similar behavior in the p-type GaN surfaces, where the position of the Ga3d
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level was measured to be 19.6±0.1 eV for the as-loaded sample and 18.9±0.1 eV after the
cleaning procedure.
The band bending can be calculated from the difference in the positions of the bulk and
surface Fermi-levels. In this work, the authors have measured the bulk Fermi-level to be 0.1 eV
below the conduction band and 0.3 eV above the valence band for the n- and p-type GaN
samples, respectively. Using the spectra of the Ga3d peak, we can calculate the values of the
surface Fermi-level to be about 0.19 and 0.59 eV below the conduction band for the as-loaded
and cleaned n-type samples, respectively. For the as-loaded sample:
ECB  EF Surface  (3.43)  (21.0  17.76)  0.19 eV.

Using the positions of the surface Fermi-levels we calculated, we can estimate the
upward band bending to be about 0.09 and 0.49 eV for the as-loaded and cleaned samples,
respectively. An example calculation is shown below for the cleaned n-type GaN surface,
EF Surface  EF Bulk  0.59  0.1  0.49 eV.

For the p-type GaN samples using the Ga3d peak positions, we calculate that the surface
Fermi-level positions as 1.84 and 1.14 eV above the valence band for the as-loaded and cleaned
samples, respectively. Using this data we can estimate the downward band bending in the studied
p-type GaN samples to be about -1.54 and -0.84 eV for the as-loaded and cleaned samples,
respectively.
In UPS, the surface is illuminated with high energy ultraviolet light instead of X-rays.
This is assumed to make the technique more surface sensitive, most likely due to a change in the
adsorption coefficient. Since the UPS technique uses a lower photon energy, it can only probe
the lower limits of binding energy (< 50 eV). The threshold of the UPS spectra can be used to
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identify the valence band maximum, meaning the spectrum can be shifted in reference to the
Fermi-level.
Figure 6 shows how Tracey et al.37 measured the valence band maximum from their UPS
spectra.

Figure 6

Expanded view of the valence band maximum for as loaded (i) and
cleaned (ii) n-type GaN. Ref. [37]

In this figure, the authors decided to use linear fits to determine the position of the valence band
maximum. It is possible to fit this data with the broadened valence band density of states, but the
authors chose not to.34,35 This will introduce error in measured position of the valence band
maximum, since the fits added to the figures in Ref. [37] did not require any calculations.
The position of the valence band maximum in reference to the Fermi-level for the cleaned
surfaces using UPS was determined to be about 3.0±0.1 eV for n-type GaN and 1.1±0.1 eV for
p-type GaN. These measurements were also performed on the as-loaded samples and provide
values of 3.9±0.1 eV and 3.0±0.1 eV for n- and p-type GaN, respectively. The authors
commented that the values of the valence band maximum for the as-loaded samples appeared
very unreliable. They attributed this to oxide formation, and cite similar results by King et al.38
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Since the curves were fit linearly, and not with any type of model, I believe that this
introduces error in their estimates. Also, the value of 3.9 eV measured for the valence band
maximum of the as-loaded surface is entirely unreasonable, this means that the surface Fermilevel has to be located about 0.5 eV above the conduction band. Figure 7 summarizes the results
from their study.

Figure 7

Schematics of the band of (a) n-type GaN and (b) p-type GaN. On the
left side is the flat band condition, and on the right side is the band
bending measured from the cleaned surfaces in their study. [37]

Using the UPS measurements to determine the position of the surface Fermi-level, the authors
report that there exists upward bend bending of about 0.3 eV and downward band bending of 0.8 eV for the cleaned n- and p-type GaN samples, respectively. The authors did not comment on
the band bending of the as-loaded samples, most likely due to the fact the results would be
unreasonable.
To summarize, we will compare how the authors measured band bending in this work,
with the calculations we performed using the data provided. The authors used the results from
the UPS experiments to determine the band bending in their cleaned samples. We additionally
used the position of the Ga3d peak to estimate the near surface band bending. Table I summarizes
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the results presented in Ref. [37] and the additional calculations done by us using the data
provided in this work.
Table I: Band bending reported and calculated for n- and p-type GaN samples from
Ref. [37].
Sample

0 from UPS
reported by
authors
(eV)

Ga3d position
reported by authors
(eV)

Bulk Fermilevel position
by authors
(eV)

Surface Fermilevel position
from Ga3d
calculated by us
(eV)

0 Calculated
using Ga3d
by us
(eV)

Cleaned: n

0.3

20.6

0.1

0.56

0.49

Cleaned: p

-0.8

18.9

0.3

1.14

-0.84

As-loaded: n

—

21.0

0.1

0.16

0.09

As-loaded: p

—

19.6

0.3

1.84

-1.54

The data obtained for the band bending in the cleaned surfaces made by us using the Ga3d peak
position (XPS technique) and made by the authors using for the (UPS technique) are in
agreement. However, the estimates of band bending for the as-loaded samples using the Ga3d
peak provides values that are 0.4 eV smaller for n-type GaN and -0.7 eV larger for p-type GaN.
For the as-loaded n-type GaN surface, it appears that there is almost no upward band bending
(0.09 eV), and this result disagrees with other reports.17 For the p-type GaN sample, it appears
that the downward band bending increased to about -1.54 eV.
Performing these additional estimates of the band bending using the XPS data indicates
the potential error in XPS or UPS when estimating the band bending. The estimates of the band
bending for clean surfaces are within 0.1 eV; however, the estimates for the as-loaded surfaces
vary more than 0.4 eV. This may indicate that XPS or UPS is extremely sensitive to surface
conditions, and contribute to the measured differences in the band bending in these two surfaces.
There is an additional inherent problem with measuring the near-surface band bending
using the XPS technique. For n-type GaN, the incoming X-rays eject electrons from the
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depletion region and create holes. These remaining holes are then swept to the surface, which
generates a surface photovoltage (SPV) that reduces the net upward band bending. 39 The
magnitude of the SPV generated will increase with the illumination power density of the incident
X-ray beam. The illumination of p-type GaN with X-rays will also generate a SPV, since
electrons will be ejected and holes will be swept from the depletion region to the bulk. The
resulting electrons that flow towards the surface from the bulk may generate a SPV. Tracey et
al.37 kept this in consideration and believed that their estimates gave the lower limit of band
bending in their n- and p-type GaN samples.
Suzer et al.40 measured the effect that an external light has on the measured peak
positions in their XPS setup. In this study, the sample was additionally illuminated by directing a
laser beam inside of their XPS chamber to the same position as the incident X-ray beam. The
authors believed that their 50 mW at 405 nm laser would generate an additional SPV (aside from
the SPV generated by the X-rays). The effect of the laser illumination on the measured peak
position is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8

The Ga 2p3/2 region for the n- and p-GaN samples without and under
illumination with a 50 mW 405 nm laser. The experimental set-up is
shown as an insert. [40]
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The incoming laser beam generated a significant SPV and shifted the measured binding energies
in both n- and p-type GaN. The shifts in the peak positions when the laser is on correspond to a
decrease of the near-surface band bending, which is consistent with the SPV effect explanation
previously described in this dissertation. The laser illumination was able to additionally reduce
the band bending by about 0.15 and 0.39 eV for the n- and p-type GaN samples, respectively.
In this work, Suzer et al.40 did not report on the magnitude of band bending in their GaN
samples, since their goal was to experimentally verify that an externally-generated SPV can shift
the measured binding energies in their XPS spectra. The authors did comment that the SPV
generated from below-bandgap excitation was larger for their p-type GaN sample. They
attributed the difference in the shifts to the fact that the band bending in p-type GaN is expected
to be larger than n-type GaN, and should therefore have a larger SPV. We conclude that XPS and
UPS measurements may prove unreliable if the SPV generated from the incoming X-ray beam or
any parasitic light is not taken into account.
V. M. Bermudez et al.17,41 performed UPS and XPS measurements to determine the
amount of upward band bending in clean GaN-(0001) surfaces. In the Ref. [41], before the UPS
and XPS data were taken, the surfaces were cleaned by sputtering with nitrogen atoms, and were
subsequently annealed in situ. They measured two samples in these studies with free electron
concentrations of 1.6×1017 and 5.7×1017 cm-3. The XPS spectra of the Ga3d peak for clean GaN
surfaces are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9

XPS spectra of the Ga3d level for clean GaN surface. ZrM eV.
[41]

The authors mentioned that their measured binding energies of the Ga3d peak were larger than
other values which are reported in the literature. They attributed this to many factors: smaller
near surface band bending, surface charging, or a SPV effect caused by the X-ray or UV
illumination. Surface charging may play a role, and will shift peaks towards higher binding
energies due to the additional energy required to remove electrons from ionized atoms. The
results from various studies performed by this group are shown in Table II.
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Table II: Summary of the Ga3d peak positions from various reports. [41]

Binding Energy Ga3d(eV)

EF - EV
(eV)

Surface Preparation

20.3

1.9

MOCVD on sapphire; Ga-flux
annealed in UHV

19.2

—

Gas-source MBE on sapphire

20.0

—

Gas-source MBE on SiC

19.5

< 0.5

N2-ion bombardment of GaAs

19.7

—

Nitrogen sputtering of Ga onto
Si

19.7

2.0

Vapor-phase epitaxy on
sapphire, wet etching, in situ
annealing

17.1

—

Gas-source MBE on sapphire

Along with the spectrum of the Ga3d peak, Bermudez et al.41 also measured the work function
and electron affinity in their GaN sample with their low energy X-ray XPS setup to be

 = 4.2±0.2 eV, and  = 2.7±0.3 eV, respectively. This was done by identifying the valence band
maximum, and therefore surface Fermi-level position. With the position of the surface Fermilevel, and the position of the first observed peak, which is equal to the work function, , the
electron affinity can be calculated as their difference.
The position of the bulk Fermi-level in their sample was estimated to be about 0.07 eV
below the conduction band, whereas the surface Fermi-level was estimated to be at 1.9 eV above
the valence band. Using these values, the upward band bending in their n-type GaN samples was
calculated to be about 1.4 eV.
In this report, the authors used a value of 18.4 eV for the energy distance from the Ga3d
peak to the valence band maximum. If instead they used the value measured by Waldrop et al.,34
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they would have estimated the band bending to be about 0.8 eV. Calculated the band bending
using the latter values provide an estimate that is in better agreement with values measured with
our Kelvin probe setup.
The surface cleaning in Ref. [17] was performed by depositing a thick layer of Ga metal
onto the surface, followed by an anneal at ~900oC in situ. The details of the sample cleaning can
be found in Ref. [41]. In this work, Bermudez performed the same series of XPS measurements
on a similar GaN sample. He revised his previous estimate of the near-surface band bending by
correcting the measured value of the electron affinity to be  = 3.2±0.2 eV and the measured
position of the valence band maximum. This change in the electron affinity accounted for the
observation of surface states in their UPS spectra, which lead to Fermi-level pinning (EF-VBM) at
the surface. They also estimated that the Ga3d level is 17.9 eV below the valence band, not 18.4
which was used in the previous report. This correction reduces the calculated band bending from
1.4 to about 0.9 eV (18.4 – 17.9 eV). This calculated value of band bending agrees strongly with
estimates done by others, as well as with our Kelvin probe measurements.
They were also able to use the Ga3d peak to estimate the band bending for cleaned and
practical surfaces. By comparing the relative positions of the Ga3d peaks for the cleaned and
practical surface, the relative band bending could be estimated. Performing this quick calculation
yields values that the band bending for the practical surfaces is about 0.5 eV smaller than for the
cleaned surface; i.e., 0 ~ 0.4±0.2 eV for the practical surface.
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2.2 AFM
An atomic force microscope (AFM) in scanning Kelvin probe microscopy (SKPM) mode
has been previously used to locally map the surface potential of various films.42,43,44 With the
local surface potential values, some sample parameters, and the work function of the probe, the
band bending can be calculated.45 In a work by Reshchikov et al.,46 the surfaces of two undoped
MBE-grown GaN samples were measured with SKPM while being illuminated by a laser. The
laser beam generates a SPV, which is measured as a change in the surface potential in dark and
under illumination. Information about band bending could be calculated from the magnitudes of
the SPV generated as a function of excitation intensity. The SPV decay is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10

SPV decay after illumination with a pulsed laser. The decays were fit
by a thermionic model developed in Ref. [46].

The decay rates were fit by a thermionic model, which indicated that external processes affected
the restoration rate at higher excitation intensities. The slower than predicted restorations were
explained by the photo-induced adsorption or desorption of ions from the ambient or the
charging of the oxide layer. The band bending in the undoped GaN samples was estimated to be
about 0.8 and 1.1 eV from the measured dark surface potential values. These values are in
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agreement with the SPVs generated, since the band bending must be larger than the SPV
generated.
In a work by Koley and Spencer,47 SKPM was performed on GaN films with different
types of doping. The study included two intentionally doped samples, an undoped sample, and a
semi-insulating film. In this study, they estimated the work function of their two AFM tips by
measuring the surface potentials of Al, Pt, Ni, and Au.
Since their GaN samples were exposed to the ambient, they decided to use a ―practical‖
value of the electron affinity in their calculation of the band bending. The electron affinity of a
practical surface was measured by Smart et al.48 to be about 4.1 eV; this value is ~0.7 eV larger
than the measured electron affinity in vacuum (3.4 eV). Table III shows the calculated values of
the band bending for GaN films with various growth conditions, using the practical value of the
electron affinity.
Table III: Summary of results in Ref. [47] from SKPM study of various GaN
films with different growth conditions.

Material Type

Growth Method

0

Free carrier
Concentration
(cm-3)

(eV)

n-type GaN

MOCVD

~1×1018

0.59±0.05

n-type GaN

MBE

~8×1017

0.57±0.05

Undoped GaN

MOCVD

~5×1016

0.70±0.05

Semi-insulating GaN

MOCVD

< 1×1016

1.40±0.05

The calculated upward band bending was about 0.6 eV for the doped samples, about 0.7 eV for
the undoped sample, and about 1.4 eV for the semi-insulating sample. In the same study, the
observed difference in the band bending was insignificant between a MBE-grown and MOCVD-
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grown GaN films. In this study, the band bending appeared to decrease with an increasing
concentration of free electrons.
Sabuktagin et al.49 measured the band bending using AFM for a set of samples in which
the carrier concentration was varied by about 5 orders of magnitude. The band bending as a
function of carrier concentration is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11

Dependence of the upward band bending in MBE grown GaN as a
function of the concentration of free carriers. [49]

In this work, it appears that the band bending increases with increasing carrier concentration
above ~1017 cm-3. In this work, the band bending in their Ga- and N-polar MBE samples did not
show a dependence on polarity. However, when they measured the band bending from bulk
templates, and they observed that the N-polar surface had 0.2 eV smaller band bending as
opposed to the Ga-polar surface (not shown in the figure). These data were fit by a model which
attributed the polarity dependent band bending and the increase of the band bending with
increasing concentration of free electrons to surface traps.50
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Barbet et al.51 performed a series of SKPM measurements on MOCVD grown n- and ptype GaN films. They observed that the Fermi-level was pinned at the surface in all of their
samples. Tables IV and V show the results from the Hall effect and surface potential
measurements of their n- and p-type GaN samples.
Table IV: Hall effect and SKPM measurement results for the different n-type
GaN samples. [51]

Free electron
Concentration
(cm-3)

SKPM surface
potential
(V)

Surface Band
Bending 0
(eV)

Depletion
Charge
(e/cm-2)

Depletion Length
(nm)

2.0×1018

0.28±0.04

1.32

5.27×1012

22.9

1.0×1019

0.13±0.12

1.47

1.24×1013

10.2

2.0×1019

0.32±0.18

1.28

1.64×1013

7.25

Table V: Hall and SKPM measurement results for the different p-type GaN
samples. [51]

Density of
free holes
(cm-3)

NA-ND
(cm-3)

SKPM
surface
potential
(V)

Surface Band
Bending 0
(eV)

Depletion
Charge
(e/cm-2)

Depletion
Length
(nm)

7.18×1016

4.14×1017

-0.52±0.32

-1.11

-2.13×1012

50.4

6.00×1016

2.99×1017

-0.18±0.18

-1.44

-2.13×1012

59.3

7.70×1016

4.70×1017

-0.08±0.05

-1.55

-2.77×1012

47.3

8.00×1016

5.05×1017

-0.05±0.16

-1.58

-2.89×1012

45.6

The surface potential was measured in a dry nitrogen environment with Pt-coated AFM tips,
where gold was used to determine the work function of their tips. The authors noted that the
work function of their gold reference and the samples changed daily. They attributed changes in
the surface potential to reactions with the environment, in particular, oxygen. They accounted for
the daily changes in their reference signal as error bars in their estimates of band bending.
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The problem with estimating band bending from a static measurement of the surface
potential with SKPM is that any error in the work function or electron affinity will be manifested
in the calculated band bending values. The calculated values of band bending using the Hall
effect and SKPM data were about 1.3 – 1.5 eV for Si-doped n-type GaN and -1.1 ‒ -1.6 eV for
Mg-doped p-type GaN. From the values of band bending and the Fermi-level position, the
position of the surface Fermi-level was calculated to be 1.34±0.15 eV below the conduction band
and 1.59±0.18 eV above the valence band for n-type and p-type GaN, respectively.
SKPM can also be used to map the surface potential along with measuring the
topography. This process involves scanning the topography in order to raise the tip a constant
height and retrace the topography during a SKPM measurement. Plotting the surface potential as
a function of the topography allows one to observe changes in the local surface potential due to
surface features.
Simpkins et al.52 measured the surface potential of HVPE-grown GaN films with
different thicknesses, and the results are shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12

AFM topography(a-c) and surface potential (d-f) images for GaN films
with thickness 0.5, 1.1, and 14 m in thickness. Gray scale is 15 nm for
the topography and 0.2 eV for the surface potential images. [52]

From their topography studies, the density of threading dislocations decreases from ~106 cm-2 for
the 0.51 m and 1.1 m thick samples down to about zero in the 14 m thick sample. These
estimates seem very small, it is possible that the authors did not correctly measure the density of
threading dislocations, since for thicker films the dislocation density should greatly decrease, but
not become zero. The SKPM images in Figure 12 also indicate that the local surface potential
changes by about 0.1 – 0.2 eV across some topographical features. The authors associated the
changes in the surface potential maps with a decrease in the density of threading dislocations and
the decrease in the background donor concentration, with increasing film thickness. This report
could have been expanded to estimate the band bending in the GaN films; however, this was
beyond the scope of their work.
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The polarity (or surface termination) of c-plane (0001 or 000 1 ) GaN films is predicted
to affect the near-surface band bending, due to the spontaneous polarization inside of the GaN
crystal. SKPM measurements of both Ga- and N-polar GaN bulk templates were performed by
Wei et al.53 It is important to note that before the surface potential measurements were
performed, the samples were cleaned in HF. The steady-state SPV was excited by a ―Bluepoint
4‖ UV source for approximately 5 min, and the SPV transients are shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13

Evolution of SPV for Ga-polar and N-polar GaN surfaces under
360 nm UV light illumination at UV light intensities of 7 W/cm2
(dashed) and 70 W/cm2 (solid). The initial SPV for each case is
indicated by the arrows. [53]

The initial SPV generated in the Ga- and N-polar surfaces was about 0.6 eV and 0.3 eV,
respectively. During illumination, the SPV decreased by about 0.2 and 0.5 eV for the Ga- and Npolar samples, respectively. The decrease in the surface potential during UV-illumination was
attributed to the photo-induced adsorption of oxygen species. The authors attribute the difference
in reactivity between the Ga- and N-polar surfaces to the difference in the total surface charge. It
is assumed that the Ga-polar surface is more negative, which would hinder the adsorption of
negatively charged oxygen.
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The authors did not comment on the absolute values of band bending in their Ga- and Npolar samples, but the authors comment that the band bending can be qualitatively estimated
from the magnitude of the SPVs. The difference in the maximum SPV was about 0.2 – 0.3 eV.
Thus, assuming that both surfaces have the same depletion region width, it follows from these
data that the band bending for N-polar surfaces is smaller by no more than 0.3 eV than Ga-polar
surfaces.

2.3 Kelvin probe
The Kelvin probe measures the surface potential using a similar technique as the AFM in
SKPM mode. The advantages of this method include a high signal-to-noise ratio and a relatively
large sample area. Kronik and Shapira54 used a Kelvin probe in conjunction with the SPV
technique to characterize the electronic structure of semiconductor surfaces. A combination of
dark surface potential measurements and SPV data was used to determine the surface properties
of various semiconductors. The surface potential signal was measured before, during, and after
the surface was illuminated with band-to-band light. To even further characterize the surfaces,
the SPV measurements were analyzed along with photoluminescence data, which can provide
information about band bending, surface states, and defects. Kronik and Shapira were able to
show that the SPV technique is a non-contact, non-destructive approach to characterize the
electronic behavior of semiconductors.
Eyckeler et al.55 used a Kelvin probe to measure the contact potential difference (CPD)
for both n- and p-type GaN during cesium exposure. The p-type GaN films were grown by
plasma-induced MBE to a thickness of 500 nm, with a hole concentration of 1.2×1017 cm-3 at
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room-temperature. In this study, the samples were cleaned by dipping them in HF acid for 1
minute, rinsing them with de-ionized water, loading them into the vacuum chamber, and heating
the samples to 800oC while exposing them to Ga atoms for about 30 min. In this study, the work
function of the Kelvin probe was calibrated with a freshly cleaved p-type GaN sample stored in
vacuum. It is possible that this type of calibration may induce some error instead of measuring a
more well known surface. The studied samples were kept in dark during the heating process, and
were not subsequently exposed to light before the CPD signal was measured, while the samples
were exposed to cesium. Figure 14 shows the position of the Fermi-level during Cs exposure.

Figure 14

Energy difference between the Fermi-level and valence-band
maximum at clean and cesiated n- and p-type GaN (0001) surfaces at
150 K as a function of Cs exposure. [55]

Using information about the surface Fermi-level (measured by the Kelvin probe) and the
bulk Fermi-level, which can be calculated from the Hall effect data, the band bending can be
estimated as the difference between these Fermi-levels. For the p-type GaN sample, we
calculated the position of the Fermi-level at 150 K to be about 0.151 eV above the valence band
in the bulk assuming that ND = 4.6×1018 cm-3, NA = 9×1018 cm-3 and EA = 0.18 eV, and the
position of the surface Fermi-level to be about 3.22 eV above the valence band (as reported by
authors). Our calculations yield that the downward band bending is about -3.07 eV.
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The n-type sample had a concentration of free electrons of about 5×1016 cm-3 at roomtemperature. We calculated the position of the bulk Fermi-level to be about 0.05 eV below the
conduction band assuming that ND = 5×1017 cm-3, NA = 4×1017 cm-3 and ED = 0.02 eV, and the
measured position (by the authors) of the surface Fermi-level was about 2.94 eV above the
valence band, which provides an upward band bending estimate of about 0.53 eV.

 0  ( EGap  ( EF Surface  EVB )) eV  ( ECB  EF Bulk ) eV
 0  (3.52  2.94) eV  0.05 eV  0.53 eV
In this work, however, the authors did not comment on the value of band bending and the
above calculations were done using the data provided. In their experiment, heating the samples in
darkness may have changed the measured value of band bending, especially for p-type GaN.
Shalish et al.56 used a Kelvin probe in conjunction with an Auger electron spectroscopy,
XPS, and photoluminescence to measure the effect of HCl etching on band bending. The samples
used in this study were grown by MOVPE on (0001) oriented sapphire substrates, with a free
electron concentration of about n ~ 1.2×1017 cm-3. The CPD is plotted as a function of photon
energy in Figure 15.
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Figure 15

CPD spectra obtained before and after HCl etching from the same GaN
film. [56]

The values of the CPD which are labeled ―dark‖ were taken in the absence of light. The samples
were illuminated from low to high photon energy. The CPD increased by about ~0.4 and
~0.25 eV for above-bandgap illumination, for the as-grown and HCl etched surfaces,
respectively. The authors attribute shoulders in the spectral response to an electron transition
from a deep defect to the conduction band (yellow transition) and a band-to-band transition.
After about 2 days, the surface potential of the HCl-cleaned surfaces returned to the same value
as the as-grown surfaces. Again, the band bending and additional information about the GaN
sample surface could have been calculated from the data presented, but was beyond the scope of
their work.
2.4 Temperature-Dependent XPS and UPS Measurements
Long and Bermudez57 performed a temperature-dependent study of GaN using XPS and
UPS. In this work, the authors measured the position of the surface Fermi-level for n- and p-type
GaN (0001). Using the data provided, the band bending could be determined as the difference
between the bulk and surface Fermi-levels. In this study, the authors varied the temperature and
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intensity of the X-ray source. When the temperature was increased to 600oC, Long and
Bermudez57 observed shifts in the Fermi-levels towards the same level about 2.5 eV above the
v`lence band for both their n- and p-type GaN samples.
The position of the surface Fermi-level is plotted in Figure 16(a) for temperatures from
20 to 700 K. The band diagram in Figure 16(b) illustrates how the position of the Fermi-level is
defined. The surface Fermi-level is obtained from the peak positions in XPS data, and the bulk
Fermi-level is obtained from the Hall effect measurements. The difference between these two
Fermi-levels is the value of band bending during the XPS measurements.

(a)

(b)

Figure 16

(a) Changes in the surface Fermi-level position with increasing
temperature changes from XPS data. (b) A schematic diagram showing
the band bending in dark and under illumination. [57]
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Although the authors have not provided explicit information about the values of band
bending, it can be calculated using the surface Fermi-level position from Figure 16 and the
concentrations of free electrons and holes reported in Ref. [57]. The results of these calculations
are shown in
Table VI. Band bending in n- and p-type GaN calculated based on the
information provided in Ref. [41]
Temperature
(K)

NC
(cm-3)

NV
(cm-3)

EC-EF
n -type
(eV)

EF-EV
p-type
(eV)

EGap
(eV)

(n-type)

(p-type)

(eV)

(eV)

300

2.6x1018

1.8x1019

0.07

0.13

3.44

0.67

-0.77

700

9.3x1018

6.4x1019

0.20

0.25

3.26

0.64

-2.15

When the temperature was increased from 300 to 700 K, the calculated band bending decreased
by about 0.03 eV and increased by about 1.38 eV for n- and p-type GaN, respectively. The
experimentally observed increase in band bending for p-type GaN is very interesting, and needs
verification. The results appear similar to the Kelvin probe experiment by Eyckeler et al.59
The effect of oxygen exposure on the position of the surface Fermi-level was measured
for n- and p-type GaN. The observed changes in the surface Fermi-level position were attributed
to the chemisorption of the oxygen species, which increased and decreased band bending in nand p-type GaN, respectively.
When the excitation intensity was varied, smaller values of band bending were calculated
for larger excitation intensities. This observation confirms that a SPV affects the energy of
photo-ejected electrons, as reported by Suzer et al.40 Long and Bermudez57 were also able to use
their excitation dependent, band bending calculations to estimate the size of the generated SPV
in their XPS setup, which appeared to be up to 1 eV for p-type GaN.
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2.5 Main Results from the Literature and Unsolved Problems
The band bending in GaN has been studied using XPS and Kelvin probe methods. The
upward band bending in n-type GaN has been studied thoroughly, and is estimated to be about
1 eV.37,41,46,47,49,56,58 For n-type GaN, XPS reports have shown that the band bending increases
with oxygen exposure.56 Conversely, there are far fewer reports in the literature on the downward
band bending in p-type GaN. The reported values for the downward band bending in p-type GaN
vary widely from -0.8 to -3 eV. 37,46,47,59,60 The discrepancies in the values of band bending for ptype GaN have not been discussed in the literature.
Work still needs to be performed to further understand the band bending in n- and p-type
GaN. The external mechanisms that affect the SPV behavior, such as adsorption and desorption
from the environment, also need to be explored. XPS, AFM and Kelvin probe measurements
provide a range of calculated values for band bending in GaN; however, there is no work which
compares the accuracy of each technique. The large range of values for the band bending in ptype GaN also requires some consideration. Do the calculated values come from experimental
error, or do they originate from some aspect of the experimental method?
All the methods used to estimate band bending have their own disadvantages. In XPS, the
X-ray source itself generates a SPV and decreases the band bending, there is potential surface
charging, and the measurements rely on values measured in the literature. The major issue with
XPS or UPS is that the measurements assume that the Fermi-levels of the sample and
spectrometer are in equilibrium. This may not be the case and introduce error in the
measurements.
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In SKPM measurements with an AFM, the signal-to-noise ratio is high, the data is
acquired from a small sample area, and the dark conditions cannot always be achieved. Surface
potential measurements taken by Kelvin probe or AFM may have error in the electron affinity
and work function, which will be directly related to the error in band bending calculations.
The effect of temperature on band bending also needs to be addressed. There are few
studies where band bending is calculated at multiple temperatures, and there are no reports in the
literature of the effect on temperature on band bending. Moreover, performing SPV
measurements at higher temperatures will allow the bands to restore exponentially faster and
provide a better baseline to accurately determine the amount of band bending in darkness.
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Chapter 3: Experimental Details
3.1 Kelvin Probe
The Kelvin probe method is very precise (noise ±5 meV), but does not accurately
measure the absolute values of the work functions of a material. This low accuracy is due to
various changes in the environment or system settings which affect the CPD’s absolute value. 61
Exposing the probe or the sample to air, moisture, or any type of gas may dramatically affect the
CPD signal. To perform more accurate measurements of the work function, a reference material
is generally used to determine the work function of the probe. However, the work function of the
reference material could change with time, and this needs to be taken into account. To estimate
the work function of our probe, we have measured the CPD from a gold film and compared the
values obtained to the calculated band bending from a well studied sample (2015_HN).
In our experiments, the absolute value of the CPD was measured many times over a
period of more than six months and was reproducible within an accuracy of 0.05 eV for a single
sample. The CPD signal does appear to change greatly when the type of probe is changed, solid
versus perforated, the ambient conditions are changed (vacuum or air), and when the sample
temperature was changed. We have also noted that the dark value of the CPD signal of GaN
sample 2015_HN did appear to change slowly over time with increasing UV-exposure.
Our Kelvin probe acquires data by vibrating a biased reference probe which is parallel to
a stationary sample. In principle, one could vibrate the sample while keeping the probe stationary
to acquire data, but our Kelvin probe is limited to the vibrating probe approach. When the sample
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and probe are isolated from each other, their Fermi-levels have different positions because they
are composed of different materials. The first step in measuring the CPD is to bring the sample
and probe into electrical contact. This causes electrons to flow between the materials in such a
way that the Fermi-levels will align. This flow of electrons generates a current in the circuit, as
well as leaves some charge on both the sample and Kelvin probe surfaces. A bias is then applied
to the vibrating probe with the intention to reduce the surface charge and current to zero. The
voltage that needs to be applied to meet this condition is defined as the contact potential
difference (CPD). This process is shown schematically in Figure 17.

Figure 17

(a) Sample and probe not in electrical contact; (b) Sample and probe
brought into electrical contact; (c) Vcpd = Vbacking with no
charge/current. Where 1 is the work function of the probe, 2 is the
work function of the sample and 1 and 2 are the positions of the
Fermi-level for the probe and sample, respectively.[62]

When no backing potential is applied and the sample and probe are in electrical contact,
there exists a CPD between the plates due to the difference in work functions (of the sample S
and the probe P). This difference in potential is defined as
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eVcpd  S  P

.

(3.1)

When Vbacking  Vcpd , the electric field between the plates has been nullified; i.e., there is no
measureable current output.26 The accuracy of the Kelvin probe method can be improved by
measuring the dependence of the current on different values of the backing potential (large
current in the circuit), instead of measuring the null point (little to no current generated in the
circuit). In order to cut out additional noise in the circuit, the probe oscillates at a given
frequency. Any signals which do not appear at the same frequency at which the probe is
oscillating are considered noise by the software. The capacitance C between the probe and
sample is defined as:

C=

 o A
d



Q
,
IR

(3.2)

where d is the distance between the sample surface and the probe, A is the area of the probe, I is
the current in the circuit, R is the resistance, and Q is the charge on the capacitor plates. It
follows from Eq. (3.2) that changing the probe-to-sample distance will additionally generate a
current if the Q and R are kept constant. The Kelvin probe exploits a relationship between the
current and the CPD so that the null point does not need to be measured. The measured current
can be estimated as:

I

dQ
dC
 V
,
dt
dt

(3.3)

where V is the potential difference between probe and sample. It is important to note that
V  Vbacking  Vcpd in these equations. The distance between the probe and sample is varied

sinusoidally as:
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d  do  d1 sin(t   ).

(3.4)

After substituting Eq. (3.4) into Eq. (3.2) and then Eq. (3.3), and taking the time derivative of d,
the current I as a function of V is given by:
I   o AV

d1 cos(t   )

 do  d1 sin(t   )

2

.

(3.5)

Equation (3.5) demonstrates that the current is linearly related to the contact potential difference
(V). The Kelvin probe exploits this linear relationship by scanning the backing potential while
measuring the current. The Kelvin probe software uses interpolation or extrapolation to
determine the null point of the current. The voltage at which the current is found to be zero is
Vbacking  Vcpd . Therefore, low-noise data can be acquired by exploiting this linear relationship

between the CPD and current, and the null point does not need to be directly measured. The
Kelvin probe method is an excellent, non-invasive technique used to measure the surface
potential of materials.
3.2 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup used to study the SPV behavior of n- and p-type GaN samples
consists of a UHV Kelvin probe (McAllister KP-6500), an optical cryostat (Janis VPF-700), and
a temperature controller (Lakeshore 331). The experimental setup can operate within the
temperature range of 77 to 650 K, while maintaining a high-vacuum (10-6 mbar) or controlled gas
environment (nitrogen or oxygen). A schematic and a photograph of the experimental setup is
shown in Figure 18.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 18

(a) Top-view schematic and (b) a photograph of the experimental setup.

The samples can be illuminated by either a Xe-lamp attached to a monochrometer (with a power
density of monochromatic light incident on the sample surface of 0.03 W/cm2) or a HeCd laser
(0.04 W/cm2 at 325nm incident on the sample surface). After light from the lamp exits the
monochrometer, it passes through a series of long-pass filters to further suppress the undesired
stray (parasitic) light. The filters play an important role in blocking the parasitic light which may
also significantly contribute to the SPV signal. In our setup, two stacked long pass filters are
used to decrease the parasitic light intensity by about 8 orders of magnitude. When the light is
unfiltered, it is possible that a small fraction of the parasitic light from a monochromator (about
10-3 %) can significantly contribute to the measured SPV signal. The excitation power density
from either illumination source can be attenuated by calibrated neutral-density filters by up to
nine orders of magnitude.
The power density of the laser incident on the surface includes losses due to illumination
geometry and light that is able to pass through the perforated probe. The power incident on a
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power meter from the laser was measured using the same similar geometry as the Kelvin probe,
while the perforated probe was placed in front of the detector in an attempt to account for losses
due to the probe. Performing these measurements indicated that about 50% of the power is lost
due to the sample angle, and an additional 66% is lost due to light that is not able to pass through
the perforated probe. Only about 17% of the initial light intensity is able to reach the surface.
This number could be over or underestimated, and a special holder for the Kelvin probe would
be needed to measure this value more precisely.
Before measurements begin, the oscillating tip of the perforated Kelvin probe (4 mm dia.)
is brought close to the sample surface (sub millimeter) which is mounted in a holder with
illumination access from the back or front side (Figure 18). Band-to-band photons absorbed in
the depletion region induce a change in the near surface band bending. This is due to the creation
of electron-hole pairs which are quickly separated by a strong electric field. The surface potential
before, during, and after illumination is monitored by the Kelvin probe in real time.
3.3 GaN Samples
A large number of n- and p-type GaN samples grown by different methods have been studied
by Kelvin probe in this work, see Table VII.

The cleaning procedure for samples noted ―clean‖ is listed below:
1) 15 minutes in boiling acetone
2) 5 minutes in acetone, then methanol in an ultrasonic cleaner
3) 15 minutes in hot aqua regia (HNO3 + HCl)
4) 3 minutes in buffered oxide etch (HF) at room temperature
5) De-ionized water rinse, and nitrogen blow-dry
This cleaning procedure is expected to remove an oxide layer, but
not etch any of the GaN surface.
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Table VII: Samples studied in this work.

Sample
Number

Source
of
Sample

Growth
Method

Sample
Doping

Sample
Type

750_BN
595_BN
2015_HN
1962_HN
863_HP
793_MP
9600_BP
9591_BP
9599_BP
1412.3_HN
1412.4_HN
1305_HN
2040_MP

Morkoç
Morkoç
TDI
TDI
TDI
Koleske
Calarco
Calarco
Calarco
Kyma
Kyma
Kyma
SUNY

MBE
MBE
HVPE
HVPE
HVPE
MOCVD
MBE
MBE
MBE
HVPE
HVPE
HVPE
MOCVD

Undoped
Si-doped
Si-doped
Si-doped
Mg-doped
Mg-doped
Mg-doped
Mg-doped
Mg-doped
Undoped
Undoped
Undoped
Mg-doped

n
n
n
n
p
p
p
p
p
n
n
n
p

NA - ND
or
ND - NA

3.5×1017 cm-3
6.5×1018 cm-3

Concentration of
Free Carriers
4×1016 cm-3
7×1018 cm-3
3×1017 cm-3
3×1017 cm-3
5×1016 cm-3
2×1017 cm-3
~1017 cm-3
~1018 cm-3
~1018 cm-3
~1015 cm-3
~1015 cm-3
~1015 cm-3
~1016 cm-3

Morkoç – Department of Electrical and Computing Engineering, VCU
TDI Oxford Instruments – Silver Spring, MD
Koleske – Sandia National Laboratories, NM
Calarco – Paul-Drude Institute, Berlin Germany
Kyma – Raleigh, NC
SUNY – Albany, NY

Naming Convention: [Sample#]_[Growth type][Doping]
Growth types: HVPE = H, MBE = B, MOCVD = M
Doping: n-type = N, p-type = P
This sample set allows us to compare the differences in the SPV behaviors for the various types
of growths. For n-type GaN samples studied at room temperature, indium has been applied to the
sample surfaces to form ohmic contacts. For the temperature-dependent measurements, the
samples require different contacts that are able to withstand the high temperatures at which the
samples are heated. The high temperature contacts used for the n-type and p-type GaN samples
consist of Ti-Al-Ni-Au layers and Ni-Au layers, respectively. After deposition of the contacts,
the n-type samples were annealed at 800oC for 1 minute under N2 flow. The p-type samples were
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annealed for 8 min at 600oC in air ambient. These contacts provide flexibility when heating the
samples well over 400 K, since the contacts will not melt and potentially alter the surface
properties. Varying the surface temperature from 295 to 650 K corresponds to a change in
thermal energy from 0.0254 to about 0.0560 eV. This change in thermal energy provides a
dramatic change in the SPV behavior of our samples; in particular, the slope of the intensity
dependence and the restoration rate should increase with increasing temperature.
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Chapter 4: Thermionic Model of the SPV
The surface photovoltage (SPV) behavior for an undoped n-type GaN sample grown by
MBE has been studied in detail.63 In this work, the band bending was determined by fitting SPV
data with a thermionic model derived in this work. Some of the possible electronic transitions
that are caused by the absorption of band-to-band photons in the GaN films, which will generate
a SPV, are shown in Figure 19.

(a)

(b)

Figure 19

Band diagram for (a) n-type GaN and (b) p-type GaN with main
transitions shown. Illumination is incident from the front side. C.B –
conduction band, V. B. – valence band,  – band bending, and PL –
photoluminescence.

Photons with energy greater than the band gap that are absorbed in the depletion region, W,
generate a SPV. For n-type GaN, holes created in the depletion region are swept to the surface,
and reduce the net negative charge responsible for the upward band bending. For p-type GaN,
electrons will be swept to the surface and reduce the net positive surface charge. The width of the
depletion region can be estimated with the following expression:64
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(4.2b)

where ns and ps are the density of negative and positive charge on the surface, ND and NA are the
concentration of shallow donors and acceptors, respectively, is the static dielectric constant
(9.8 for GaN65), 0 is the band bending in dark, and y is the SPV generated by illumination.
The near-surface band bending can be calculated from the dark value of the CPD and the steadystate intensity-dependent SPV measurements. The thermionic model used to fit SPV data and the
calculations involved to estimate band bending in dark will be explained in detail in this chapter.
4.1 Transient SPV
As previously stated, excess surface charge is responsible for the upward and downward
band bending in n- and p-type GaN, respectively. Electrons and holes that leave or arrive at the
surface will therefore change the amount of near-surface band bending. There are three processes
we can model that affect the charge at the surface of a semiconductor. For an n-type
semiconductor, these processes include: (1) holes flowing to the surface, (2) electrons moving
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from bulk to surface, and (3) electrons moving from surface to bulk. We will ignore the flow of
holes from the surface to the bulk because they have to overcome a very high potential barrier.
Below, the rates of these three processes will be estimated.
(1) We are interested in rate at which holes reach the surface under band-to-band
illumination, since this is proportional to the SPV generated. We estimate the number of holes
that reach the surface to be equal to the number of band-to-band photons that are absorbed in the
depletion region. This assumption is justified by a very large electric field present in the
depletion region of GaN (on the order of 105 V/cm) which forces the holes to reach the surface
much faster than they can be captured by defects or recombine with electrons in the depletion
region. If illumination is incident on the front surface (surface measured by the Kelvin probe),
the number of photons absorbed in the depletion region (Pw) per unit time in a unit area can be
approximated as:
W

Pw    P0e x dx  P0 (1  eW )  cP0 ,

(4.3)

0

where W is the width of the depletion region,  is the absorption coefficient, P0 is the
illumination power density (photons per cm2 per second), and c is a geometrical factor that
accounts for the percentage of photons absorbed in the depletion region. Then, the rate at which
holes reach the surface, R*, is
R*  cP0 .

(4.4)

This expression will remain the same for p-type GaN; however, it estimates the number
of electrons that reach the surface under band-to-band illumination instead. Our setup also has
the capability to illuminate from the backside, and the number of photons absorbed in the
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depletion region in this geometry can be found in Ref. [63]. We generally prefer the front side
illumination geometry since we can more accurately estimate the number of photons absorbed in
the depletion region.
(2) Electrons that reach the surface will end up increasing the amount of negative charge
at the surface for n-type GaN. The rate at which electrons overcome the near surface barrier from
bulk to surface for n-type GaN is given by:
   ( EC  F )  y 
Rbs  Cn1 N s NC exp   0
,
kT



(4.5)

where Cn1 is the electron capture coefficient for the surface states, N s is the number of
unoccupied states at the surface, NC is the effective density of states in the conduction band, EC
and F are the energies of the conduction band minimum and the Fermi level, respectively, k is
Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the temperature. It can be seen from Eq. (4.5) that the rate of
electrons overcoming the near-surface barrier in darkness, R0, (y = 0) is:

   ( EC  F ) 
R0  Cn1 N s  NC exp   0

kT


(4.6a)

   ( EC  F ) 
 sn NC exp   0
.
kT



(4.6b)

In this expression, sn is the surface recombination velocity for electrons  Cn1 N s   . Using this
expression, the rate that electrons move from bulk to surface (Rbs) for an n-type semiconductor
simplifies to
 y
Rbs  R0 exp 
 kT
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.


(4.7)

The same procedure can be performed to predict the number of holes that move from
bulk to surface in p-type semiconductors, and this provides:
   ( EV  F )  y 
Rbs (holes)  C p1 N s  NV exp  0
,
kT



(4.8)

where Cp1 is the hole capture coefficient for the surface states, N s is the number of surface states
occupied with electrons, NV is the effective density of states in the valence band, F and EV are the
energies of the Fermi level and the valence band maximum, respectively. In this expression, the
rate at which holes overcome the near surface barrier in darkness becomes:

    EV  F  
R0  C p1 N s  NV exp  0

kT



(4.9a)

    EV  F  
 s p NV exp  0
.
kT


(4.9b)
In this expression sp is defined as the surface recombination velocity for holes  C p1 N s   .
(3) Finally, the rate at which electrons travel from surface states over the near surface
barrier to the bulk for an n-type semiconductor is given by:
 E  Es
Rsb  Cn 2 N s NC exp   C
kT



,


(4.10)

where N s  is the density of surface states occupied with electrons, and Es is the energy level of a
single surface state.
Again, the same treatment can be given for p-type semiconductors, and the number of
holes that travel from surface to bulk is given by:
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 E  Es
Rsb (holes)  C p 2 N s  NV exp  V
 kT


,


(4.11)

where N s  is the density of surface states occupied with holes, and Es is the energy level of a
single surface state.
In this model, the capture coefficients Cn1, Cn2, Cp1, and Cp2 are related to the
electron/hole capture cross-sections n1, n2, p1, and p2, respectively, as:

Cn1,2   n1,2 vn   n1,2

8kT
 me*

(4.12)

C p1,2   p1,2 v p   p1,2

8kT
,
 mh*

(4.13)

and

where vn is the average electron thermal velocity, me* is the effective electron mass in the
conduction band, vp is the average hole thermal velocity, and mh* is the effective hole mass in the
valence band.
In darkness, when the band bending is fully restored, we expect the equilibrium condition
Rbs = Rsb for both n- and p-type semiconductors. In this case, the amount of charge carriers
moving from bulk to surface and surface to bulk are equal. This equilibrium condition results in
the following relation for n-type and p-type semiconductors, respectively:

   EC  F 
 EC  Es 

Cn1 N s NC exp   0
  Cn 2 N s NC exp  

kT
kT 



and
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(4.14a)

    EV  F  
 EV  ES

C p1 N s NV exp  0
  C p 2 N s NV exp 
kT
 kT




,


(4.15)

or
Cn1 N s  Cn 2 N s

(4.16a)

C p 2 N s  C p1 N s ,

(4.16b)

and

if there is a single surface state that pins the Fermi-level.
For n- and p-type semiconductors, the change in the negative and positive surface charge
can be expressed by the following equations, respectively:

dns
 Rbs  Rsb  R*
dt

(4.17a)

dps
 Rbs  Rsb  R* .
dt

(4.17b)

and

For n-type semiconductors, the change in the amount of negative surface charge is equal
to the rate of bulk electrons that overcome the near-surface barrier and are captured by surface
states, the rate of electrons emitted from surface states over the near-surface barrier into the bulk,
and the rate at which photogenerated holes arrive at the surface. Plugging in the expressions
(4.2), (4.7), (4.10) and (4.16), and simplifying; we get:
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 R0  R* ,

y dt
 kT 
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0

ns (0)
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2 0

(4.18a)
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p-type

 y 
dy
 R0 exp 
 R0  R* ,

y dt
 kT 
1
0

ps (0)
2 0

(4.18b)

where ns(0) and ps(0) are the densities of negative and positive surface charge, respectively, y is
the SPV generated, and  is added to the expression as an ideality factor that is expected to be
close to 1, and which is exactly 1 in this model. The parameter  was added so that our
expressions resemble those commonly used by others, and it is important to remember that 
has no physical significance. The role of  is only to fit data better.
With Eq. (4.18), we can predict the SPV behavior as a function of time. Using separation
of variables, the SPV at any time t under illumination can be found from Eq. (4.18) when
illumination begins at t = 0 (in the case where y ≪ 0):

n-type

y

 R 
ns (0)

 kT
0
t
1  e
 y   kT ln 1 
2 0 ( R0  cP0 ) 
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(4.19a)
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Figure 20 shows the predicted SPV transients for n-type GaN as a function of excitation intensity
and temperature calculated using Eq. (4.19a) with the parameters given in the figure caption.
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Figure 20
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10-3

Calculated SPV transients with Eq. (4.19a) under band-to-band
illumination with the parameters: 0 = 1 eV, c = 0.5, P0 = 1013, 1015,
and 1017 cm-2s-1 and R0 = 105 and 3×1012 cm-2s-1 at 295 K and 500 K,
respectively. (P0=6.5×1016 cm-2s-1 corresponds to ~40 mW/cm2.)

From this plot, we observe that increasing the excitation intensity by 2 orders of magnitude will
decrease the amount of time it takes the SPV to saturate by 2 orders of magnitude. This will play
an important role in our SPV measurements. For example, if the SPV takes approximately 100 s
to saturate and the intensity is increased by an order of magnitude, we may expect that the SPV
should now saturate after 10 s of exposure. Any observe behavior after 10 s could be attributed to
external mechanisms of the SPV (i.e. not related to the thermionic model described above).
With regards to the temperature, we observe that the time the SPV saturates does not
change dramatically with increasing temperature. This is due to the fact that the rate the SPV
increases in time does not change with increasing temperature [see Figure 20b]. Increasing the
temperature will only decrease the amount of time it takes the SPV to saturate, because the
maximum SPV generated with increasing temperature is smaller (due to the exponential
temperature dependence in the parameter R0). This type of fitting can be useful to estimate the
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amount of time it should take for the SPV to saturate and to avoid external mechanisms that arise
from exposing the samples to UV-light for extended periods of time.

4.2 Steady-state SPV
The steady state SPV for an n-type semiconductor is defined as dns/dt = 0 in Eq. (4.17).
The expression can be solved for y which gives:

for n-type :

 cP

y0   kT ln  0  1
 R0


(4.20a)

 cP

y0   kT ln  0  1
 R0


(4.20b)

and

for p-type :

where y0 is the value of the SPV generated by external illumination, kT is the thermal energy,
and R0 is the number of electrons that move over the near surface barrier, from the bulk to the
surface, per unit time and per unit area, in dark.
Not shown explicitly in Eq. (4.20) is the exponential temperature dependence in the
parameter R0 [Eqs. (4.6) and (4.9)]. An increase in R0, due to increased temperatures, will cause
the absolute value of the SPV signal to decrease with increasing temperature, if band bending
remains constant. Therefore, fitting intensity dependent SPV data to determine the parameter R0
will allow us to estimate the near surface band bending using a thermionic model.
Figure 21 shows the calculated dependence of the SPV on excitation intensity for n-type
GaN using Eq. (4.20) for three values of R0 and their corresponding band bending values in dark.
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1.15

(a) Calculated SPV intensity dependence [Eq. (4.20a)]and (b) band
bending values in dark corresponding to different values of R0 for ntype GaN [Eq. (4.6)]. Parameters used c = 0.5, T = 295 K, n =
2.5×1017 cm-3,  = 1, and sn = 105 cm/s.

The plot in Figure 21(a) shows how the maximum SPV is expected to change with changing
excitation intensity for different values of R0. From these R0 values, the band bending, 0, can be
determined using Eq. (4.6). Figure 21(b) shows that even when R0 changes by orders of
magnitude, it has very little effect on the calculated value of band bending. For example,
changing R0 by 3 orders of magnitude only changes the calculated band bending by less than
0.2 eV at room temperature. Fitting the intensity-dependent SPV data with a thermionic model is
an accurate way to estimate the band bending in GaN samples. Using the parameters R0 =
105 cm-2s-1, n = 2.5×1017 cm-3, T = 295 K, and varying sn from 103 to 107cm/s provides values of
band bending from 0.9 to 1.13 eV, respectively. We expect that the reasonable range of sn is 103
– 107 cm/s for GaN samples of different quality, with the mean value at sn ≈ 105 cm/s.66 It shows
that an error in sn does not significantly affect the value of 0 estimated from the SPV intensity
dependence.
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4.3 Restoration of the SPV
After illumination of the surface is ceased, the band bending is expected to restore with a
slope proportional to kT. We expect that short UV exposures will be more reliable, since there is
less of a chance for external mechanisms to affect the SPV restoration. The restorations can be fit
with the following equations:

for n-type :

 t
y (t )  y0   kT ln 1  
 
(4.21a)

with



 kT ns (0)
R0

 y 
exp   0 
2 0
  kT 

and

for p-type :

 t
y (t )  y0   kT ln 1  
 

(4.21b)
with

 

 kT ps (0)
R0

 y
exp  0
2 0
  kT


,


where y(t) is the SPV at a given time t, y0 is the SPV generated right before the illumination is
ceased at t = 0, and  is the characteristic delay time after which the logarithmic decay of the
SPV begins. After ceasing illumination, the restoration of the SPV becomes noticeable after a
duration of time, , which strongly depends on the band bending established during illumination;
i.e., on  = 0 − y0. According to Eq. (4.21), the slope of the restoration should increase with
increasing temperatures. The calculated restorations of SPVs generated at T = 295 and 500 K are
shown in Figure 22.
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Restoration of the SPV calculated with Eq. (4.21a) with the following
parameters: y0 = 0.684 eV and  = 2.7×10-5 s, and y0 = 0.418 and  =
4.3×10-5 s, at 295 and 500 K, respectively. ns(0) = 1012 cm-2 and R0 =
105 and 3×1012 cm-2s-1 for T = 295 and 500 K, respectively. Using = 0
= 1 eV, c = 0.5,  = 1, and P0 = 1015 cm-2s-1.

The restoration rate increases with increasing temperature, and the delay time decreases with
increasing temperature from 295 to 500 K. It is expected that under high illumination intensity
and with reasonable parameters for GaN, the delay time should be less than 1 second. Then,
delay times that appear longer than 1 second indicate the affect of external mechanisms on the
SPV behavior during illumination. On the other hand, we expect that full restoration will be
achieved after a very long time at room temperature (>105 s) if 0 > 1. Performing
measurements at higher temperatures will provide more accurate baselines for SPV
measurements, due to the amount of time it takes for the band bending to restore at 500 K vs.
295 K. It is important to note here that at 500 K the complete restoration of band bending occurs
in much less than 1 second.
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4.4 Calculation of Band Bending
This subsection will detail how the band bending will be calculated from intensitydependent SPV measurements, as well as from the CPD signal in dark.
a. Using the Parameter R0
The parameter R0 can be found by fitting the experimental dependence of y0 on P0 with
Eq. (4.20), where R0 is the only fitting parameter if c is known. The band bending in n- and ptype GaN can then be calculated using information from the experimentally found R0 values.
Then from Eqs. (4.6) and (4.9), the band bending can be estimated by:

 R 
 0  kT ln  0    EC  F 
 sn NC 

(4.22a)

 R
 0   kT ln  0
s N
 p V

(4.22b)

and

   EV  F  ,


for n- and p-type GaN, respectively. The density of states in the conduction and valence band are
calculated using:
3

 2 m kT  2
e
NC  2 
2 
  2   

(4.23)

and
3

 2 m p kT  2
,
NV  2 
2 
  2   
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(4.24)

where me = 0.2 m067 and mp = 0.8 m068 for GaN, and  is Plank’s constant. Finally the positions
of the Fermi-levels in n- and p-type GaN are given by:
N 
EC  EF  kT ln  C 
 n 

(4.25a)

N
EF  EV  kT ln  V
 p

(4.25b)

and


,


where n and p are the concentrations of free electrons and holes, respectively. The largest error in
band bending from these estimates is about ±0.2 eV, which is mostly due to uncertainty of the
surface recombination velocity (103 – 107 cm2/s). These calculations should be considered the
most accurate method to estimate the near-surface band bending using the Kelvin probe setup.
b. Using the Dark CPD
The band bending in n- and p-type GaN can also be calculated from the dark value of the
CPD signal using the following expressions:

0  M    ( EC  F )  qVCPD

(4.26a)

0  M     Eg  EV  F   qVCPD ,

(4.26b)

and

for n- and p-type GaN, respectively, where  is the electron affinity for GaN (3.2 eV)69, M is the
work function of the stainless steel probe (estimated to be 4.8 eV from the measurement of a
gold foil), Eg is the energy of the band gap (3.43 eV at 295 K), and qVCPD is the measured
contact potential difference multiplied by the electron charge. This method is believed to be less
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accurate than using the measured SPV behavior because any error in the parameters used will
come out directly in the calculated values of band bending. In particular, if the error in our value
of the work function due to the effect of the ambient is about 0.5 eV, then the band bending will
have error of at least ±0.5 eV. In reality, the estimates for the value of the electron affinity and
the work function could be off by up to 1 eV,48,69 which may introduce large error in the estimate
of band bending using this method.

c. Additional Sample Parameters
The value of the band gap for GaN at 293 to 1237 K can be estimated by70

 T2 
Eg  3.556  9.9 10  
,
 T  600 
4

(4.27)

where T is the temperature in Kelvin. The following equation will prove useful when information
about NA and ND is known to calculate the concentration of free electrons or holes,
respectively:71
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(4.28a)
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,

(4.28b)

where g in the degeneracy factor (2 for GaN), ED is the ionization energy for a shallow donor
(~20 meV for Si)72, and EA is the ionization energy for a shallow acceptor (~180-200 meV for
Mg)73. These expressions can be solved using the quadratic equation which gives:

n

 N1n  N A 

2

4

 N1n  N D  N A  

 N1n  N A 
2

(4.29a)

where
N1n 

NC
 E 
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g
 kT 
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p
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 N1 p  N A  N D  
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N1 p 

NV
 E 
exp   A 
g
 kT 

for the concentration of free electrons and holes, respectively.
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1p

 ND 
2

(4.29b)

Chapter 5: SPV behavior in n-type GaN
In this Chapter we will analyze the SPV behavior from a Si-doped n-type GaN sample grown
by HVPE at Oxford Instruments - TDI. (Sample 2015_HN)
5.2 Transient SPV Behavior
The behavior of the SPV signal under band-to-band illumination with the HeCd laser was
studied in vacuum and air. Before measurement of the SPV behavior, the sample was cleaned
with the procedure outlined in Chap. 3.3, and was loaded into the cryostat within 15 min. The
transient SPV behavior for front-side band-to-band illumination of cleaned, Si-doped n-type GaN
is shown in Figure 23.
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(a)Time dependence of the SPV in air and vacuum for freshly etched ntype GaN, using front-side illumination with band-to-band excitation
(325 nm, 40 mW/cm2). UV illumination begins at t = 0 min and stops
after 180 min. (b) SPV plotted as a function of time in a logarithmic
scale. Sample 2015_HN.

As expected, when illumination begins the SPV signal quickly rises to a positive value of about
0.5 eV within the first few seconds, due to the accumulation of holes at the surface (internal
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mechanism). High excitation intensity and continuous illumination with UV-light can slowly
change the surface potential with time (and therefore SPV). This increase or decrease in the SPV
is dependent on the ambient conditions. The rate and amount of decrease of the SPV signal in air
or oxygen ambient depends on how long the sample has been previously exposed to UV-light in
an oxygen-containing environment. The freshly etched sample in Figure 23 exhibits a large
decrease of about 0.3 eV in the SPV after 1 h of illumination, whereas the same sample, when it
has been previously exposed to UV-light in an oxygen environment for more than 20 h,
demonstrates a small decrease of less than 0.1 eV after a 1 h illumination (Figure 24).
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Time dependence of the SPV in air and vacuum for n-type GaN
previously exposed for over 20 h to UV light in an oxygen
environment, using front-side illumination with band-to-band
excitation. UV illumination begins at t = 0 min and stops after 1 h. P0
=325 nm, 40 mW/cm2. Sample 2015_HN

We have observed this type of SPV behavior in other n-type GaN samples and have attributed
changes in the SPV behavior caused by long UV-expsore to the UV-induced growth of a thicker
surface oxide layer, which inhibits electron transfer from the bulk to the surface as the oxide
layer increases in thickness.74 We assume that oxygen, not water, plays a major role in the
observed changes of the SPV during UV-illumination, because we observe very similar changes
in the SPV in dry oxygen and air ambient.
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In the presence of UV light, a physisorbed oxygen species can become chemisorbed after
receiving an electron from the bulk over the decreased near-surface barrier. This process results
in the slow decrease of the SPV during continuous illumination due to the addition of negative
charge to the surface. After many hours of UV-light exposure, however, the chemisorbed oxygen
increases the surface oxide thickness. This will inhibit electron transfer from the bulk, which will
result in a smaller change in the SPV signal for samples with longer amounts of UV-light
exposure.
The amount the SPV decreased under steady-state illumination was measured as a
function of previous UV-light exposure. In these experiments after the CPD signal restored to its
dark value, the surfaces were exposed to 80 min of UV-illumination. After measuring how much
the SPV signal decreased under UV-illumination, the sample was then additionally exposed to a
Hg lamp for additional time, to grow a thicker oxide. The sample was then kept in the dark for 12 days to reach its dark CPD value before performing another SPV measurement. The above
cycle was repeated several times while increasing the total amount of UV-exposure time. After
acquiring data for a sample with over 100 h accumulated UV-exposure, it was then cleaned using
the cleaning procedure outlined in Chap. 3.3. The SPV behavior during continuous illumination
as a function of total UV-exposure is presented in Figure 25 for the initial sample, after UVexposure, and after being cleaned.
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SPV measurements for the initial sample in oxygen, after various times
of accumulative UV-exposure, and after etching, where illumination
occurred between t = 0 and 80 min. Sample 2015_HN.

In the case of the initial surface, the SPV signal slowly decreased from 0.61 to 0.37 eV during an
80 minute illumination, this behavior is similar to our previous reports on GaN layers grown by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).75 For increasing UV-exposure times, the amount the SPV
decreases under illumination became smaller, and the steady-state SPV only decreased by about
0.05 eV after 100 h of UV-exposure. The amount the SPV decreased under UV-illumination as a
function of total UV-exposure time is plotted in Figure 26. The amount the SPV decreased under
UV-illumination has a logarithmic time behavior as a function of total UV-exposure time in
hours. After the cleaning procedure, the amount the SPV decreases under UV-illumination
returns to its initial as indicated by a red cross.
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SPV drop during UV exposure

Figure 26
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The value of the SPV drop from t = 0 to 80 min. as a function of
accumulative UV-exposure time. The value obtained after etching is
shown with a cross. Sample 2015_HN.

The SPV behavior as a function of UV-exposure time is consistent with the UV-induced growth
of a surface oxide. As the oxide layer increases in thickness, however, this photo-adsorption
process slows down since electron transfer from the bulk to the surface becomes more difficult,
resulting in less of a decrease in the SPV signal under steady-state illumination. The SPV decay
transient, , after switching off illumination also becomes slower with increased UV-illumination
time. This qualitatively agrees with the growth of an oxide layer, since for thicker oxide layers
the transfer of electrons between the oxide and bulk is expected to be slower. Figure 27 shows a
schematic diagram of the photo-induced adsorption processes for n-type GaN.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 27

(a) oxygen physisorbed on the surface of n-type GaN in dark
conditions. (b) After capturing an electron due to the reduced surface
barrier, the oxygen becomes chemisorbed.

In the presence of high intensity UV-light, physisorbed oxygen species can become chemisorbed
after receiving electrons from the bulk. Initially, illumination results in the creation of electronhole pairs in the depletion region, where the electric field causes holes to move toward the
surface and electrons toward the bulk. The arriving holes reduce the net negative charge at the
surface and thereby the amount of band bending, resulting in an immediate increase of CPD or
SPV signal. Because of this decrease in band bending, the flow of bulk electrons to the surface
increases exponentially. Some of these electrons may then tunnel through or pass over the
potential barrier formed by the oxide layer. The chemisorption of oxygen at the surface therefore
becomes more efficient in the presence of UV-light, and the surface oxide can grow much faster
under UV-illumination than under dark conditions at room temperature.
In contrast to the SPV behavior in an oxygen containing ambient, the SPV behaviors in a
vacuum environment for the etched and UV-exposed GaN are relatively similar (Figure 23 and
Figure 24). The SPV quickly reaches a value of about 0.5 eV within the first few seconds and
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then increases to about 0.75 eV after 1 h of illumination, due to the photo-induced desorption of
negatively charged oxygen species. The SPV behavior appears to show no significant
dependence on prior UV-exposure, most likely because electron transfer from the bulk is not
necessary for this photo-induced desorption process.
Additional consideration needs to be given to the SPV behavior in vacuum. For some
samples, the SPV increases for the first 10-15 min, but then begins to slightly decrease (Figure
23b). We have not been able to determine the cause for the slight decrease in the SPV behavior
under continuous UV-illumination. In the past when the lamp and monochromator was used for
band-to-band illumination, the SPV increased during illumination for up to 3 h. It was not until
we began using the laser and the front side illumination geometry that we observed slight
decreases in the SPV signal for n-type GaN in vacuum. Therefore, it may be interesting to
perform transient SPV measurements with the front side geometry while reducing the excitation
intensity, to determine if the decrease is excitation intensity dependent.
For some samples immediately after the cleaning procedure, the SPV behavior in vacuum
was unusual (different pieces of 2015). The SPV signal would both increase and decrease under
continuous illumination after the fast initial rise. This type of behavior is attributed to species left
over from the cleaning procedure being desorbed under UV-illumination in vacuum. It is
important to thoroughly rinse and nitrogen blow dry samples that have been cleaned with
chemical methods, as to remove any reactants from the surface as these may affect the SPV
behavior.
We have observed the photo-induced adsorption and desorption of negatively charged
species on the surface of n-type GaN in air/oxygen and vacuum, respectively. The photo-induced
adsorption of oxygen leads to the growth of a thicker oxide layer, and has a logarithmic
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dependence on the total UV-exposure time. The behavior in vacuum did not appear to have a
dependence on the UV-exposure time because electron transfer from the bulk is most likely not
necessary for this photo-induced desorption process.
5.3 Intensity-Dependent SPV Behavior
The intensity of our HeCd laser can be attenuated by more than 9 orders of magnitude by
a series of calibrated neutral density filters. The dependence of the SPV signal on excitation
intensity for n-type GaN is shown in Figure 28 using front-side illumination. In this figure, the
SPV data are plotted vs. the product cP0, where c is a geometrical factor that accounts for the
percentage of photons absorbed in the depletion region and P0 is excitation intensity. This
product is used to estimate the density of electron-hole pairs created in the depletion region
during illumination.
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Figure 28

Intensity dependence of the SPV for n-type GaN in air using front-side
illumination [325 nm, 40 mW/cm2]. Dashed line is fit using Eq. (4.20a)
with the following parameters: R0 = 104 cm-2s-1, c = 0.194, and  = 1
(curve 1). Sample 2015_HN.

The sample exhibits a maximum SPV value of about 0.7 eV under the highest illumination
intensity, and the SPV has a logarithmic dependence on excitation intensity. Using Eq. (4.20a) to
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fit the data in Figure 28, we can then estimate the value of R0 as ~104 cm-2s-1 with  = 1. The
intensity-dependent SPV behavior can be explained by a thermionic model and does exhibit a
logarithmic dependence on excitation intensity.
The value of the near-surface band bending in dark, 0, can be estimated using the
calculated value of R0 obtained from fitting the intensity-dependent SPV from Eq. (4.22a). Using
sn = 105 cm/s with the uncertainty of 2 orders of magnitude, we estimate that the band bending
for the n-type GaN sample is about 1.1  0.2 eV, which is in agreement with previous estimates
obtained from an undoped MBE-grown sample (750_BN).63 The 0.2 eV error in this
measurement comes mostly from the uncertainty in surface recombination velocity.
For n-type GaN, it is very difficult to perform the intensity-dependent SPV measurements
in vacuum. We observed the desorption of species even at intensities of about 1014 cm-2s-1 (Pexc
~3 W/cm2). The only way to minimize the effects of external mechanisms of the SPV is to limit
the exposure time. This can be done by only exposing the sample for 1 to 3 s at each excitation
intensity. This procedure will prove useful for temperature-dependent SPV measurements, so
that we do not change the surface conditions at high temperatures in an oxygen or environment
environment.

5.4 Below-Bandgap SPV Behavior
The surfaces could be exposed with a Xe-lamp attached to a monochromater to probe the
below-bandgap SPV behavior. When n-type GaN is illuminated with below-bandgap light,
electrons can be excited from surface states over the near-surface barrier into the bulk. This
movement of charge will reduce the net negative surface charge, and therefore the band bending.
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The SPV signal dependence on photon energy is plotted in Figure 29 for using the Xe-lamp and
backside illumination. In these experiments, the steady-state SPV was allowed to saturate while
attempting to minimize the effect of photo-induced mechanisms.
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Steady-state SPV spectra for n-type GaN in air using backside
illumination (30 mW/cm2). The spectrum shows a maximum SPV value
at a photon energy of about 3.4 eV. The threshold voltage for the n-type
GaN sample is about 1.5 eV. Sample 2015_HN.

The SPV spectrum in Figure 29 indicates that n-type GaN has a threshold photon energy of about
1.5 eV and a maximum SPV of about 0.7 eV at a photon energy of 3.4 eV. Photons with this
energy are able to pass through the bulk GaN but are absorbed in the depletion region due to the
strong electric field in the depletion region. The photons with an energy slightly less than the
bandgap can be effectively absorbed in the depletion region via photon-assisted tunneling
(Franz-Keldysh effect), thereby increasing the number of photons with energy slightly less than
the bandgap absorbed in the depletion region.76,77,78 The SPV signal decreases above 3.4 eV due
to an abrupt rise in the absorption coefficient near the bandgap (3.43 eV): photons with higher
energy will not be able to penetrate through the bulk and reach the surface. The SPV signal
generated from photon energies above 3.43 eV can be attributed to photoluminescence arising
close to the GaN/sapphire interface and/or unfiltered parasitic light from the monochromator
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with energy close to 3.4 eV which passes through the GaN bulk and is effectively absorbed in the
depletion region.

Although the above mechanism for below-bandgap SPV with surface states reasonably
explains the experimental results, we cannot exclude the alternative mechanism of a two-step
excitation of electrons in the depletion region via deep-level point defects. In such a two-step
mechanism, an electron is first resonantly excited from a deep defect to the conduction band, and
then an electron from the valence band is excited to the defect level. To explain the thresholds
observed in the SPV spectra, the defect level should appear in the middle of the GaN bandgap, or
1.5 to 2.0 eV from the valence or conduction band. Defects with such levels could be responsible
for an observed red luminescence band, but have not been observed in deep-level transient
spectroscopy experiments. We consider this two-step mechanism as less likely, because similar
SPV spectra were observed in GaN samples not exhibiting a red luminescence band.

The threshold voltages measured from these experiments may also depend on the
experimental conditions. It is possible that in these experiments we do not wait enough time for
the SPV to saturate, or that the excitation intensity we use limits the threshold voltage. It is
possible that if the excitation intensity was increased orders of magnitude, that the threshold
voltage would shift to lower energies. It is important to keep this in consideration when
performing these types of measurements. It would prove advantageous to preheat samples and
measure the SPV spectra a room temperature. This type of measurement has not been performed
yet.
5.5 Restoration of the SPV Behavior
After illumination ceases, the band bending will begin to restore to its value in darkness
because electrons begin to repopulate the surface. The time dependence of the SPV signal after
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ceasing illumination is predicted by Eq. (4.21a). Figure 30 illustrates the SPV restoration
behavior in both air and vacuum after short (3 s) and long (1 h) illumination times.
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Restorations of the SPV in air and vacuum after short (3 s) or long (1 h)
exposure times for n-type GaN. Solid lines are calculated with
Eq. (4.21a) using  = 1, y0 = 0.7 eV,  = 40 s. Sample 2015_HN.

In most cases, the SPV data demonstrate logarithmic restoration rates with slopes close to the
predicted value of kT. All of the SPV restorations have similar rates with  = 1 and  = 40 s
[see solid line in Figure 30], except for the case of a 1 h illumination in vacuum. In this latter
case, the photo-induced desorption of surface species results in a larger initial SPV, but the
restoration behavior exhibits a much longer time delay of  = 100 s followed by a slope greater
than kT. The thermionic model predicts that larger SPVs should have exponentially shorter delay
times. This, however, is not the case for the 1 h illumination in vacuum. It appears that if photoinduced processes increased the magnitude of the SPV by at least 0.2 eV, then the restoration
behavior would have a significantly longer time delay time followed by a higher restoration rate.
This type of behavior is not surprising given any change in the surface charge that is not related
to electrons overcoming the near surface barrier from bulk to surface or vice versa and holes
reaching the surface is not incorporated into the thermionic model use to fit the restorations.
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We have observed that changing the number of data points that are being averaged affects
the restoration rate (avg of 1 vs. avg 5). We have observed at the point in which we changed the
average, the slope of the SPV appears to change, or has shifted the CPD signal. This behavior is
not predicted by our model, and is most likely an experimental artifact related to the Kelvin
probe software. It is important to only change the interval (the time the system waits in-between
measurements) because this will not affect the restoration rate. When the signal average was
changed from 1 to 5 in Figure 30 for the 3 s vacuum measurement, the rate of restoration
appeared to change.
Overall the SPV restoration behavior is well-predicted by the model for n-type GaN in
the case of short illumination times, as well as for longer times where photo-induced processes
do not significantly change the steady-state SPV value.
5.6 Temperature Dependent SPV Behavior
a. Transient SPV behavior
Increasing the sample temperature can help elucidate the effect of oxygen, water, and
vacuum in the transient SPV behavior. The SPV behavior for band-to-band illumination of the
cleaned n-type sample in oxygen and vacuum obtained at 295 and 450 K is shown in Figure 31.
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(a) Time dependent SPV behavior for n-type GaN, under continuous
band-to-band UV illumination (325 nm, 40 mW/cm2), in oxygen at 295
and 450 K. Illumination occurs from time t = 0 to t = 60 min. (b) SPV
transient in a logarithmic scale. Sample 2015_HN.

As previously observed, in oxygen at 295 K, the SPV signal for band-to-band illumination
quickly reaches a positive, maximum value of about 0.60 eV, and then decreases under
continuous illumination by about 0.24 eV over 1 h. In oxygen at 450 K, the SPV signal quickly
rises to about 0.52 eV and then decreases by about 0.26 eV at a faster rate than observed at
295 K.
This behavior can be explained as follows. In the presence of UV light, a physisorbed
oxygen species can become chemisorbed after receiving an electron from the bulk. Since an
electron must overcome the near-surface barrier when traveling from the bulk to surface, the rate
of this process can be exponentially increased by illumination with band-to-band light (due to a
decreased barrier height) or by increasing the sample temperature. This measurement shows that
it is oxygen, not water, is the photo-induced adsorbed species. At this high temperature, the
probability for water molecules to adsorb onto the surface is low. Since the rate of adsorption of
negatively charged oxygen species increased with increasing sample temperature, we predict that
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the n-type GaN sample grows an oxide layer significantly faster at higher temperatures under
UV-illumination. Simply heating the sample in air/oxygen ambient in dark could also promote
the growth of an oxide layer due to the increased number of electrons that are able to overcome
the near-surface barrier.
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(a) Time dependent SPV behavior for n-type GaN, under continuous
band-to-band UV illumination (325 nm, 40 mW/cm2), in vacuum at
295 and 450 K. Illumination occurs from time t = 0 to t = 60 min. (b)
SPV transient in a logarithmic scale. Sample_2015HN

In Figure 32, the time-dependent SPV behavior in vacuum at 295 and 450 K is shown. At
295 K, the SPV immediately rises to about 0.57 eV, increases by about 0.04 eV during the first 5
min., and then slightly decreases during 1 h of illumination. At 450 K, the SPV immediately rises
to about 0.50 eV, increases by about 0.10 eV during the first 5 min., and then slightly decreases
over 1 h.
In our previous work, we proposed that the surface potential increases in vacuum under
continuous band-to-band illumination due to the photo-induced desorption of negatively charged
oxygen species.79 In this study, however, such photo-induced desorption is only observed during
the first few minutes of illumination; the origin of the subsequent slow decrease of the SPV is
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not yet clear. It appears that temperature did not greatly influence the SPV behavior for n-type
GaN in vacuum. However, at both 295 and 500 K, it appears that the restoration rate after
illumination is ceased exhibits a longer than usual delay time. The length of the delay time may
be attributed to external mechanisms of the SPV since a significant SPV was generated. For a
SPV of about 0.6 eV, it is expected that the delay time should be less than a millisecond.

b. Intensity-Dependent SPV Behavior
Increasing the sample temperature will change the values of R0, and allow us to estimate
the values of band bending as a function of temperature. The dependences of the SPV signal on
excitation intensity at different temperatures for the n-type HVPE-grown sample are shown in
Figure 33. The intensity-dependence was fit with the following expression:
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where the only fitting parameter was the band bending in dark, 0.
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Intensity-dependent SPV measurements of n-type GaN in vacuum
taken at various temperatures using band-to-band UV illumination
(325 nm). The solid lines are calculated using Eq. (5.1) with the
parameters:  = 1, c = 0.454 and 0 = 1.05, EC-F = 0.076, 0.088, 0.099,
0.112, and 0.124 eV for T = 295, 350, 400, 450, and 500 K,
respectively. Sample 2015_HN.

As predicted by Eq. (5.1), the SPV signal increases logarithmically with excitation
intensity. Additionally, at any given excitation intensity, the magnitude of the SPV decreases
with increasing temperature. This is due to an exponential increase in the rate R0 with increasing
temperature. In these experiments, the UV exposure time was limited to about 1 second to
minimize the effect of external mechanisms, such as photo-induced desorption or absorption.
The thermionic model predicts that this short exposure time is a sufficient amount of time for the
SPV to saturate.
The slopes of the SPV intensity dependence were fit using Eq. (5.1), where the estimated

0 is about 1.05 eV. The band bending appears to be slightly overestimated by no more than
0.05 eV at temperatures below 450 K. The values of band bending therefore change very little
with increasing temperature, in agreement with the thermionic model which predicts that band
bending is independent of sample temperature. Since the band bending was calculated using the
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SPV intensity-dependent behavior as a function of temperature, these results further verify the
thermionic model used to fit our SPV measurements.

c. Restoration of the SPV
Increasing the sample temperature should exponentially increase the rate at which the
band bending restores to its value in dark. The restoration of the SPV after ceasing illumination
is shown in Figure 34 for 295 and 500 K.
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Restorations of SPV in vacuum after short (1 s) UV illuminations at
295 and 500 K and P0 = 1017 cm-2s-1. The fits are calculated using Eq.
(4.21a) with  = 1; y0 = 0.62 and 0.45 eV; and  = 0.002 s
and = 0.5 s for T = 295 and 500 K, respectively. Sample 2015_HN

As predicted by the thermionic model, the SPV restores as a logarithmic function of time, where
the restoration rate increases with increasing temperature. Thus, at high temperatures (500 K),
the SPV fully restores after 3 h, whereas at low temperatures (295 K), the SPV may need years to
fully restore. From this behavior, we conclude that measurements performed at high
temperatures provide more accurate baselines for SPV measurements within reasonable amounts
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of time (< 1 day). This is due to the exponential temperature dependence of the rate at which
electrons flow over the near surface barrier. As a consequence, we have found that sample
heating is required to completely restore surface band bending, within 24 h, for samples with 0
of 1 eV or higher. The thermionic model accurately predicts the rate at which the SPV restored;
however, it is important to note that the SPV did not completely restore as fast as the thermionic
model predicts (milliseconds compared to 3 h). This is mainly due to the delay time, , being
orders of magnitude larger than expected.

5.7 Band bending in n-type GaN
The band bending in a Si-doped n-type GaN was calculated using two separate methods,
one involving the samples response to illumination (shown in the previous sections), and the
other involving the value of the contact potential in darkness.
Assuming that 0 may be different at different temperatures, we repeated the fitting of
the data shown in Figure 33 with Eq. (4.20a) in which 0 was a fitting parameter at each
temperature. The obtained values of 0 range from 1.06 ± 0.03 eV with a possible systematic
error of up to ±0.2 eV (due to possible error in the values of sn, taken as 105 cm/s) over the
temperature range from 295 to 500 K (see Figure 35).
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Estimated values of band bending in dark using the best fits of the data
in with Eq. (4.20a). T = 295, 350, 400, 450, and 500 K using Ec –
F = 0.076, 0.088, 0.099, 0.0112, and 0.124 eV calculated from
Eqs. (4.25a) and (4.29a), respectively. Sample 2015_HN.

The band bending was also estimated using the dark CPD signal. The values of the CPD
varied from 0.36 to 0.52 eV at temperatures between 295 – 500 K using Eq. (4.25a). The work
function of the probe was estimated using two methods: from values reported in the literature
and from measuring the CPD of an Au-foil. Using these methods, the work function of the steel
probe has the following values: 3.8 and 4.8 eV. The band bending in dark calculated using these
work functions is shown in the following table.
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Table VIII: Band bending calculated for n-type GaN using the dark CPD signal for sample 2015_HN.

Temperature
(K)

qCPD
(eV)

EC-F
(eV)

295

0.516

350

0

0

if M =3.8
(eV)

if M =4.8
(eV)

0.076

0.008

1.008

0.536

0.088

-0.024

0.976

400

0.436

0.099

0.065

1.065

450

0.278

0.112

0.2

1.2

500

0.360

0.124

0.116

1.116

The estimates of band bending using the work function calculated from the measurement of an
Au foil may provide the more accurate values of band bending, because they are consistent with
the values obtained from the response to illumination (0 = 1.06±0.03 eV)
In conclusion, the band bending in the n-type Si-doped sample was measured to be about
1.0 – 1.1 eV at temperatures between 295 – 500 K using a thermionic model and about 0.98 –
1.1 eV using the dark CPD values calibrated relative to an Au foil. This method involving R0 is
assumed to be more accurate than the method which involves the CPD signal in dark because it
relies on the samples response to illumination. Figure 36 shows the estimated band bending
using both methods.
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Estimated values of band bending using R0 values from intensitydependent SPV measurements and the dark CPD at various
temperatures. m = 4.8 eV and sample 2015_HN.

These values are in agreement with the literature and show the versatility of the SPV technique
and the Kelvin probe method to measure the near-surface band bending.
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Chapter 6: SPV Behavior in Polar GaN (0001 and 0001 )
In this Chapter we will analyze the SPV behavior from bulk, undoped n-type GaN
templates grown by HVPE at Kyma Technologies Inc. In particular, the effects of surface
treatment [chemical mechanical polish (CMP) and mechanical polish (MP)] and polarity (Gaand N-polar) are explored.
6.1 Steady-State SPV Behavior
To test the reactivity of the polar surfaces to oxygen, the surfaces of the as-received GaN
templates and HCl-cleaned templates were exposed to UV illumination in oxygen ambient. The
steady-state SPV behavior in pure oxygen gas (99.999%) for both the Ga- and N-polar CMP
treated GaN surfaces is shown in Figure 37.
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Time dependence of the SPV in oxygen for bulk CMP-treated GaN
using the front-side illumination geometry with band-to-band excitation
(325 nm, 40 mW/cm2) for (a) as-received, GaN sample 1305 and (b)
GaN samples 1412-3 and 1412-4 after HCl cleaning. UV illumination
begins at t = 0 min and stops after 60 min for the N-polar and 6570 min for the Ga-polar surface.
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When illumination begins for the as-received samples (Figure 37a), both the Ga- and N-polar
surfaces exhibit an immediate rise in the SPV of about 0.6 and 0.4 eV, respectively. This fast rise
corresponds to the accumulation of photo-generated holes reaching the surface (fast internal
mechanism). After this initial rise, the SPV signal for the Ga-polar surface decreases by about
0.1 eV over the 1 h illumination. This decrease in the SPV signal during illumination
corresponds to the photo-induced adsorption of negatively charged oxygen species (slow
external mechanism), which agrees with previous reports. In contrast, the as-received N-polar
surface exhibits a constant SPV value during continuous illumination, suggesting the presence of
a thick oxide layer which does not facilitate electron transfer or indicating that oxygen is not
efficiently adsorbed onto the N-polar surface. From the measurement of the as-received surfaces,
it appears that the Ga-polar surface is more prone to the photo-induced adsorption of oxygen
species.
To determine if the presence of a thick oxide layer was responsible for the behavior of the
N-polar surface observed in Figure 37(a), a similar sample (1412_4) was cleaned with HCl to
temporarily remove any native oxide layer. After the cleaning procedure, the sample was loaded
into the cryostat with pure oxygen gas and was ready for measurements within 20 min. As
expected, when illumination begins, both the Ga- and N-polar surfaces again exhibit an
immediate rise in the SPV of about 0.6 and 0.4 eV, respectively. After this initial rise however,
the SPV signal substantially decreases by about 0.39 and 0.46 eV for the Ga- and N-polar
surfaces during the 1 h illumination, respectively (Figure 37b). From this experiment, we
conclude that both Ga- and N-polar surfaces become very susceptible to the photo-induced
adsorption of oxygen species after the HCl cleaning both, with the N-polar surface being more
susceptible to this process. This result is in agreement with a report from Scheffler et al.,80 who
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used density functional theory to predict which surface should be more reactive. They attributed
the reactivity of the N-polar surface to the difference in the number of dangling bonds as
compared to the Ga-polar surfaces.
In vacuum we expect the slow external mechanism to shift from photo-induced
adsorption to desorption. There were no significant differences in the SPV behavior for Ga- and
N-polar surfaces under band to band illumination in vacuum. Figure 38 illustrates the effect of
continuous illumination in vacuum on the CPD behavior for the as-received, CMP-treated Npolar surface.
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Time dependence of the SPV in vacuum for the N-polar surface of asreceived CMP-treated, GaN sample 1305, using front-side illumination
with band-to-band excitation (325 nm, 40 mW/cm2). UV exposure lasts
for 1 h, and the sample was kept in dark for 1 h before subsequent
illumination.

In this experiment, the sample was first illuminated for 1 h, and then kept in dark for 1 h before
being subsequently illuminated for an additional hour. During the initial exposure, the CPD
immediately rises to about 0.3 eV and continues to increase by about 0.1 eV over 1 h. This
increase in the CPD signal during continuous UV illumination in vacuum is attributed to the
photo-induced desorption of negatively charged species. After illumination is ceased and the
sample is stored in dark for 1 h, the CPD signal restores to about 0.1 eV higher than the dark
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baseline. Note that this value is equal to the amount by which the CPD increased under
continuous UV illumination. After the CPD appeared to be fully restored, the sample is then
subsequently illuminated for an additional hour to observe the transient behavior of the CPD
signal during a second illumination. During the subsequent UV illumination, the CPD signal
immediately rises to 0.4 eV, and increases only slightly over 1h (< 0.03 eV). These
measurements demonstrate that once negatively charged species are desorbed in vacuum, they
are not immediately re-adsorbed when illumination ceases. However, if the sample is illuminated
after remaining in dark for several hours, then photo-induced adsorption is again observed. The
same type of experiments have been performed on Ga-polar samples, although they are not as
beneficial, since the time required for the band bending to fully restore is comparable to the time
required for the photo-induced desorbed species to re-adsorb.

6.2 Intensity-Dependent SPV Behavior
The dependence of the steady-state SPV signal on excitation intensity is shown in Figure
39 for all the CMP-treated Ga- and N-polar surfaces.
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Intensity dependence of the SPV in oxygen for CMP-treated GaN using
front-side illumination (325 nm, 40 mW/cm2). (a) Two faces of sample
1305 and (b) CMP-treated, Ga- and N-polar surfaces of samples 1412-3
and 1412-4, respectively. Solid lines are fits using Eq. (4.20a) with
 = 1.1, c = 0.99 and R0 = 8×107 cm-2s-1 (Ga-polar) and 6×1010 cm-2s-1
(N-polar) for (a) and  = 1.0, c = 0.99 and R0 = 1×107 cm-2s-1 (Gapolar) and 2×109 cm-2s-1 (N-polar) for (b).

In this set of experiments, the UV exposure times are limited to reduce the amount of photoinduced adsorption. At the highest excitation intensity, the SPV signals for the CMP-treated Gaand N-polar surfaces are about 0.6 and 0.4 eV, respectively. This indicates that the N-polar
surface may have smaller band bending. As expected, the SPV data for both the Ga- and N-polar
surfaces exhibit a logarithmic behavior as a function of excitation intensity. Using Eq. (4.20a) to
fit the SPV intensity-dependent measurements, we estimate that values of R0 are 107 and 1010 cm2 -1

s for the Ga- and N-polar surfaces, respectively. In these fits, c = 0.99 (depletion region width

~550 nm) and  = 1.1. Using the R0 values from the fits of the intensity-dependence data with
Eq. (4.20a), as well as taking sn = 105 cm/s, NC = 2×1018 cm3 and (EC – F) = 0.16 eV, we estimate
from Eq. (4.22a) that the band bending for the Ga- and N-polar surfaces is 0.74 eV and 0.57eV,
respectively. If we assume that the uncertainty in the value of sn is within the range of 103 –
107 cm/s, then the error in 0 is about 0.2 eV. The band bending estimates are in agreement
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with the steady-state SPV values, indicating that the band bending is no less than 0.6 and 0.4 eV
for Ga- and N-polar GaN surfaces, respectively. If the surface electron recombination velocity is
the same for both surfaces, then the band bending for the CMP-treated, N-polar surface is
smaller than for the Ga-polar surface. In a report by Jones et al.,81 the band bending of Ga- and
N-polar surfaces grown by MBE was measured with SKPM using the dark CPD values. The
difference in band bending between the Ga- and N-polar surfaces was measured to be
approximately 0.05 eV, with the Ga-polar surface having the larger band bending. They reported
that these values may be due to strain within the crystal, but it is possible that the surface oxide
affects the measured surface potential values as well. Also, mixed polarity at the surface might
have been present for the MBE-grown layers.
The indium contacts on the MP-treated surfaces were highly resistive. This made taking
data with the Kelvin probe setup extremely difficult, and we believed to observe downward and
upward offsets of the SPV signal on the MP-treated surface (Ga-polar) of sample 1412_4 when
the sample was illuminated with band to band light. Data of the MP-treated surface of sample
1412_3 could be obtained because ohmic contacts could be applied to the CMP-treated Ga-polar
surface.

6.3 Below-Bandgap SPV and Photoluminescence Behavior
The SPV generated from below-bandgap light arises from electrons that are excited from
surface states over the near-surface barrier into the bulk. This emission of electrons from the
surface states to the bulk decreases the net negative charge at the surface, and consequently
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decreases the band bending. The SPV spectral response measured for both the MP- and CMPtreated, Ga- and N-polar surfaces is shown in Figure 40.
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Steady-state SPV spectra in oxygen for (a) Ga-polar and (b) N-polar
GaN samples 1412-3 and 1412-4 using backside illumination
(30 mW/cm2). Both spectra for MP-treated surfaces show larger SPV
values than for CMP-treated surfaces for all photon energies used.
Threshold voltages for the CMP-treated, polar surfaces are about
1.5 eV (Ga face) and 1.3 eV (N face).

The magnitude of the SPV signal from below-bandgap excitation is proportional to the density of
charged surface states. The amount of photons absorbed at surface states is predicted by:

PS   S ph N s  P0 exp   D 

(6.1)

where  S ph ( ) is the optical cross-section of the surface states for photons of a given energy,
N s  is the density of occupied surface states, and  ( ) is the absorption coefficient for

photons of a given energy. From the below-bandgap behavior, it appears that density of
negatively charged surface states appears to be larger for both the MP-treated GaN surfaces. It is
possible that a continuous distribution of the surface states, rather than a single state, is formed
after the MP treatment. In this case, the smaller threshold voltage for the MP-treated surfaces can
be explained by a larger number and wider energy distribution of the surface states. Reliable,
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quantitative information about the band bending cannot be acquired from these measurements;
however, it may be used to qualitatively compare the band bending in these samples.
The room-temperature photoluminescence (PL) spectra from the CMP- and MP-treated,
Ga- and N-polar surfaces are shown in Figure 41.
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PL spectra at room temperature from GaN samples (a) 1412-3 and (b)
1412-4. Independent of surface polarity, PL from MP-treated surfaces
is orders of magnitude weaker than that from CMP-treated surfaces. P0
= 0.3 W/cm2.

As is clearly shown, the PL intensity from the CMP-treated surfaces is several orders of
magnitude higher than that of the MP-treated surfaces, for both polarities. In addition to the nearbandedge emission peak at 3.406 eV, the PL spectrum for the CMP-treated surfaces contains a
broad, yellow-green band with a maximum at about 2.3 eV, which presumably has the same
origin as the yellow-green band in previously studied freestanding GaN templates grown by the
HVPE technique.82 The quantum efficiency of PL at room temperature is estimated to be 0.6 and
1.3% for the CMP-treated, Ga- and N-polar surfaces, respectively. In sharp contrast, the quantum
efficiency for the MP-treated surfaces is much lower – on the order of 10-5%. This low quantum
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efficiency could potentially be due to the presence of a large number of point and extended
defects.
The low-temperature PL spectra from the Ga- and N-polar surfaces after CMP treatment
contain sharp, excitonic lines at photon energies above 3.2 eV, as well as a yellow-green and a
new, red, defect-related band (Figure 42).
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PL spectra at T = 15 K from GaN samples (a) 1412-3 and (b)1412-4.
Again, PL from MP-treated surfaces is orders of magnitude weaker
than that from CMP-treated surfaces. P0 = 0.3 W/cm2.

The red band has a maximum at 1.8 eV and saturates at relatively low excitation intensities,
which is seen as a shoulder to the yellow-green band at P0 = 0.3 W/cm2 (Figure 42). The
quantum efficiency of PL at 15 K is 6% and 28% for the CMP-treated, Ga- and N-polar surfaces,
respectively. Again, the PL intensity from the MP-treated surfaces is several orders of magnitude
weaker with a quantum efficiency of 5×10-4% and 3×10-3% for the Ga- and N-polar surfaces,
respectively. Two defect-related bands could be identified from the low-temperature PL
spectrum from the MP-treated surfaces: a red and green band at 1.9 eV and 2.4 eV, respectively.
From the shape, position and temperature dependent behavior of these bands, they appear to
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originate from the same defects as the RL2 and GL2 bands in high-resistivity Ga-rich GaN
grown by the MBE technique.83
The large width of the excitonic band and extremely low quantum efficiency from MP
surfaces indicates low crystalline quality near the surface and that a large number of defects act
as centers of non-radiative recombination. This highly defective region penetrates at least 0.51 m into the bulk, as estimated by the researches at Kyma Technologies. Thus, we may expect a
high density of defect states not only at the surface, as shown from the SPV spectral
measurements, but also in the depletion region. These defect states may facilitate the transfer of
electrons from the bulk to the surface via a hopping mechanism. Based on the PL results, we
cannot exclude the possibility that these defect states in the depletion region could contribute to
the SPV signal in the case of below-bandgap excitation. The defect states created by the MP
treatment may also affect the behavior of the SPV in other measurements. Further investigations
are under way to measure the width of this defective region and understand how the defective
region affects the electrical and optical properties of a GaN template.

6.4 Restoration of the SPV Behavior
When illumination of the samples is ceased, the band bending is expected to
logarithmically restore to its dark value with a rate proportional to temperature. Equation (4.22a)
predicts that the SPV should restore logarithmically in time with a rate that is proportional to kT
after the delay time . The restoration of the SPV in the CMP-treated, Ga-polar and N-polar
surfaces is plotted in Figure 43 and is fit by Eq. (4.21a).
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SPV restoration in oxygen for MP- and CMP-treated, surfaces of
samples 1412-3 and 1412-4 after short (3 s) exposure times for (a) Gapolar and (b) N-polar bulk GaN. Solid lines are calculated with
Eq. (4.22a) using  = 1.1,  = 0.1 s and y0 = 0.47 eV for Ga-polar, and
 = 1,  = 0.1 s and y0 = 0.46 eV for N-polar surfaces.

The SPVs from the CMP- and MP-treated surfaces restore with a logarithmic time dependence,
but with different rates even though they are both kept at 295 K. The restorations of the SPV
from the CMP-treated surfaces are fit by Eq. (4.21a) and restore with a rate predicted by the
thermionic model. In these fits, the parameter  was not explicitly calculated and a value of 0.1 s
was estimated. The SPVs from the MP-treated surfaces, however, restore with rates that are
faster than predicted. The MP-treated, Ga-polar surface SPV exhibits a longer-than-expected
delay time, and restores with a rate faster than kT. This surface needs further investigation;
however, the poor quality of the contacts make SPV measurements difficult using the Kelvin
probe setup. The MP-treated, N-polar surface begins to restore after a short delay time, but with
a rate twice as fast as predicted. Differences in the restoration rates between the CMP- and MPtreated surfaces are most likely due to surface or near-surface conditions. The MP-treated
surfaces apparently contain a higher density of surface or near-surface defects, which may
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facilitate electron hopping between defects toward the surface, thereby increasing the restoration
rate.
To examine the temperature dependence of the SPV restoration for both surface
treatments, the sample temperature was increased to 425 K. The restoration of the SPV in
vacuum from the CMP- and MP-treated, N-polar surfaces at 295 and 425 K are shown in Figure
44.
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SPV restoration in vacuum for N-polar surfaces of 1412-3 and 1412-4
after short (3 s) UV exposure. (a) CMP-treated surface (sample 1412-4)
and (b) MP-treated surface (sample 1412-3). The measurement in (b)
was taken in the following order: first, the sample was illuminated for
3 s at 295 K and allowed to restore; second, the sample was heated to
425 K, illuminated for 3 s, and allowed to restore at 425 before being
cooled quickly to 295 K; and third, then the sample was illuminated for
3 s at 295 K and allowed to restore. Solid lines are calculated with
Eq. (4.22a) using  = 1,  = 0.1 s and the following values of y0 =
0.42 eV (at 295 K) and 0.38 eV (at 425 K).

For the CMP-treated surface at 295 and 425 K, the SPV appears to restore with a rate predicted
by the thermionic model. For the MP-treated surface, however, the restoration rate is twice as
fast as predicted at 295 K and about 3-4 times faster at 425 K. The complete restoration of the
SPV occurs in only about 300 s at 425 K, as opposed to about 30,000 s at 295 K. An experiment
was performed after the SPV completely restored at 425 K, where the sample was quickly cooled
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back to 295 K. A subsequent SPV was generated and the restoration of the SPV was measured at
295 K. This restoration took about 30,000 s, the same amount of time as the original run at
295 K.
A possible explanation for the faster than predicted restoration rates of the MP-treated
surfaces may be due to electron transfer from the bulk to the surface via a highly defective
depletion region (via a hopping mechanism). In this mechanism, electrons from the bulk hop
between defect states before being captured by a surface state. This is an alternative means of
restoring band bending in dark, as opposed to electrons overcoming the near surface barrier, as
predicted by a thermionic model. The movement of electrons between these defect states would
have a high probability if the defect density in the depletion region and bulk is very high, as is
predicted from PL measurements for MP-treated surfaces. This relatively fast transfer of
electrons via defect states would be independent of the near-surface barrier height and would
have a strong dependence on temperature. This could explain why the SPV restoration rate
increases with increasing temperature, but not proportionally to kT. The results from
temperature-dependent SPV restoration measurements and the dramatic reduction of PL intensity
from MP-treated GaN indicate that surface treatment plays an enormous role in the electrical and
optical properties of bulk GaN.
6.5 Calculation of Band Bending Using the SPV, CPD, and XPS Measurements
When comparing the steady-state, intensity-dependent SPV behavior from the chemically
mechanically polished Ga- and N-polar surfaces of the same sample, we have established that the
band bending from the Ga-polar surface is approximately 0.2 eV larger than that the band
bending of the N-polar surface. The estimated band bending values are 0.74 and 0.57 eV for the
Ga- and N-polar surfaces, respectively.
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Again, the band bending can be calculated using the dark CPD. There was no discernable
difference in the surface potentials between the two polarities. The CPD signals in darkness were
about ~0.35 eV for both the Ga- and N-polar samples, which provide an estimate of the band
bending in dark to be about 1.09 eV.

0  4.8  3.2  0.16  0.35  1.09 eV
The values of band bending calculated from the CPD signal are larger than the values predicted
by the thermionic model (0.74 and 0.57 eV for Ga- and N-polar, respectively), and may be due to
the error associated with measuring the band bending using the CPD signal.
Using the position of the Ga3d peak from XPS measurements of samples 1305 (Figure
45), the band bending appears to be 0.3 and 0.4 eV for the Ga- and N-polar GaN samples.
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XPS spectra of the Ga3d peak for Ga and N-polar GaN. MgK source.

The measured peak positions for the Ga3d peak were 20.7 and 20.8 eV for N- and Ga-polar GaN,
respectively. The band bending was calculated as
 0   EGa 3d  EGap  ( EFbulk )  Peak Position
 0  17.8  3.4  (0.2)  Peak Position
 0  0.3 eV (Ga-polar) and 0.4 eV (N-polar)
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This method of estimating band bending is most likely the least accurate since X-rays generate a
SPV which decreases the band bending. In these experiments, we measured the positions of the
Ga3d and C1s peaks while changing various experimental parameters. The peaks were measured
in dark, under illumination, with no flood-gun (charge compensation), and with the flood-gun.
The results of these experiments showed that the position of the Ga3d peak changed no more than
0.05 eV between measurements. However, there was a much larger change in the position of the
C1s peak of about 0.2 eV between measurements. It is interesting to note that the two peaks did
not shift together, as predicted by the method to calculate band bending.
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Chapter 7: SPV Behavior in p-type GaN
In this Chapter we will analyze the SPV behavior from Mg-doped p-type GaN samples
grown by HVPE, MBE and MOCVD techniques.
7.1 Transient SPV Behavior
In p-type GaN, downward band bending is caused by excess positive charge at the
surface, see Figure 19. The SPV is expected to become more negative for p-type GaN due to
electrons reaching to the surface under illumination. The SPV behavior for front-side, band-toband illumination of HVPE-grown p-type GaN in vacuum and oxygen is shown in Figure 46.
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(a) Time dependence of the SPV in air and vacuum for p-type GaN,
using front-side illumination with band-to-band excitation (325 nm,
40 mW/cm2). UV illumination begins at t = 0 and stops after 60 min.
(b) SPV transients in a logarithmic scale. Sample 863_HP.

As expected, when illumination begins, the SPV signal quickly reaches a negative value. If the
sample is continuously illuminated for longer than 3 s, however, then the SPV can slowly change
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as a function of the ambient conditions. In an oxygen environment, the SPV signal continues to
become more negative and reaches −1.1 eV after 1 h illumination. This slow decrease can be
explained by the photo-induced adsorption of negatively charged oxygen species. Unlike for ntype GaN, the SPV decrease during illumination apparently does not depend on the amount of
prior UV-exposure the sample has received. It should be noted that when illumination ceases
after one hour, an anomalous downward offset occurs, as indicated by the circled region. This
unexpected offset behavior appears to be caused by accidental illumination of the contacts and
will be discussed in Chap. 7.5. In a vacuum environment, the SPV signal becomes just slightly
more negative during the first 10 min. of illumination, and then becomes slightly more positive.
It therefore appears that p-type GaN is not very sensitive to photo-induced processes in vacuum.
The steady-state SPV can be seen in more detail in Figure 46b, where the SPV is plotted as a
function of time on a logarithmic scale. It appears that the decrease in the SPV signal generated
in an oxygen environment does not saturation after 1 h. In vacuum, the SPV decreased slightly
for the first 1000 s, then began to increase for the remainder of the illumination.

7.2 Intensity-Dependent SPV Behavior
The dependence of the SPV signal on excitation intensity for p-type GaN grown by
HVPE is shown in Figure 47 using front-side illumination. The SPV data are plotted vs. the
product cP0, where c is a geometrical factor and P0 is excitation intensity. This product is used to
estimate the density of electron-hole pairs created in the depletion region during illumination.
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Intensity dependence of the SPV for p-type GaN in vacuum using
front-side illumination (325 nm, 40 mW/cm2, c = 0.134). Solid and
dashed lines are fits using Eq. (4.20b) with the following parameters:
R0 = 108 cm-2s-1,  = 1 (dashed curve); and R0 = 109 cm-2s-1,  = 1.8
(solid curve). Sample 863_HP.

A fit with  = 1 is shown in Figure 47 with a dashed line, with a value of R0 ~108 cm-2s-1. The ptype intensity-dependent data can be described correctly by the thermionic model only at low
illumination intensities. The solid line in Figure 47 is a better fit to the data and uses the
parameters R0 = 109 cm-2s-1 and  = 1.8 (solid curve). Such large values of  are unreasonable
and further work needs to be performed to clarify this issue. Also, the data at low intensities
could fit the model by coincidence, if the SPV has not been allowed to saturate at these low
intensities.
The value of the band bending in dark, 0, can be estimated by using the R0 values
obtained from fitting the intensity data with Eq. (4.20b). We estimate that the band bending in
the sample is 0 ≈ –(0.8  0.2) eV, using values of R0 = 108 – 109 cm-2s-1, sp = 105 cm/s (in the
range of 103–107 cm/s), NV ≈ 2×1019 cm-3, and EV – F = –0.15 eV.
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7.3 Below-Bandgap SPV Behavior
As shown in Figure 48, the SPV spectrum has a threshold photon energy of about 2 eV,
and a maximum SPV of about –0.7 eV at a photon energy of 3.4 eV. This threshold is about
0.5 eV larger than the one observed for n-type GaN. The threshold photon energies for n- and ptype GaN of about 1.5 eV and 2.0 eV, respectively, are consistent with a single surface state
located 1.3 to 1.5 eV below the conduction band.
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Steady-state SPV spectra for p-type GaN in air using backside
illumination (30 mW/cm2). The spectrum shows a maximum SPV value
at a photon energy of about 3.4 eV. The threshold voltage for the p-type
GaN sample is about 2.0 eV. Sample 863_HP.

7.4 Restoration of the SPV
After illumination ceases, it is expected that the SPV decays logarithmically to zero.
Figure 49 shows the SPV restoration in both air and vacuum after short (3 s) and long (1 h)
illumination times.
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Restorations of the SPV in air and vacuum after short (3 s) or long (1 h)
exposure times for p-type GaN. Solid line is calculated with Eq. (4.21b)
with  = 1, y0 = −0.67 eV,  = 40 ms. Sample 863_HP.

From Figure 49 it appears that even with short illumination of the GaN surface, the SPV in ptype GaN restores slightly faster than predicted by a thermionic model. This again may be
attributed to a large number of defects near the surface for p-type GaN films. The  values for
the short exposures are about 1.2 – 1.4, which are smaller than the values measured for the MPtreated bulk GaN templates (~2).
The SPV restorations have similar rates with short time delays (~40 ms), except for the
case of a long illumination in air. The photo-induced adsorption of surface species for long
illumination in air results in a significantly more negative SPV, which then demonstrates a long
delay time of  = 200 s before restoring with a slope greater than kT. As with n-type GaN, when
p-type GaN is exposed to UV-illumination in air, this appears to increase the SPV magnitude by
at least 0.2 eV. This increase in the SPV then causes the restoration behavior to have a
significantly longer time delay time followed by a faster restoration rate than predicted by our
phenomenological model. Overall, however, the SPV restoration behavior is well-predicted by
the model for p-type GaN in the case of short illumination times, as well as for longer times
where photo-induced processes do not significantly change the steady-state SPV value.
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7.5 Anomalous Behavior of the SPV Signal
The SPV transients for p-type GaN can exhibit anomalous offsets which shift the
measured SPV signal in an opposite direction to the real SPV signal due to electrons reaching the
surface. This offsetting behavior for the p-type sample in both front and back illumination
geometries is shown in Figure 50.
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Evolution of the SPV signal with UV light being turned on and off. (a)
SPV data for front-side illumination with no exposure of the contacts to
laser light and no anomalous behavior. (b) SPV data for backside
illumination where the contacts are indirectly exposed to light, resulting
in anomalous offsets when the light is turned on or off. Sample
863_HP.

When the sample is illuminated from the front-side without any illumination of the contacts, no
offset anomalies occur in the SPV behavior [Figure 50a]. Intentional illumination of the contacts
from the front-side do result in significant offset values (data not shown). When the sample is
illuminated from the backside and the contacts are indirectly exposed to light, offsets are also
observed. In Figure 50b, a downward offset of 0.3 eV occurs when illumination is turned off at
t = 5 min, and an upward offset of 0.1 eV occurs when the light is turned on again at t = 10 min.
Note that no apparent offset occurs when the light is initially turned on at t = 0 min; however, the
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observed SPV value is significantly lower than expected. In this case, a large upward offset does
in fact exist, but this offset is smaller than the downward SPV value, and it is the difference
between these two values which is observed. One explanation for the existence of these
anomalous offset values derives from our observation that such p-type samples show a
conversion from p- to n-type surface conduction when performing hot-probe measurements
under UV illumination. We therefore believe that this offset behavior may be related to a shift
under illumination of the quasi Fermi level near the contact, which is used as the reference
potential for the Kelvin probe.

7.6 Temperature-Dependent SPV Behavior
a. Intensity-Dependent Steady-State SPV behavior
Since the intensity-dependent SPV behavior at room temperature did not fit the
thermionic model for p-type GaN, high temperature intensity-dependence measurements were
performed. The dependences of the SPV signal on excitation intensity at different temperatures
for a HVPE-grown, p-type GaN sample is shown in Figure 51. The experiments were conducted
over the period of three days, while the sample was heated to 650 K (first measurement), and
then cooled to 295 K (last measurement). In all cases to ensure that the band bending fully
restored in darkness, the sample was annealed to 650 K before the SPV measurements.
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Intensity-dependent SPV measurements of HVPE-grown p-type GaN
(863_HP) in vacuum taken at various temperatures using band-to-band
UV illumination (325 nm). The solid lines are calculated using Eq.
(4.20b) with the parameters:  = 3.1, 3, 2.7, 2.3, 1.9, 1.8, 1.6, and 1.3,
c = 0.13 and R0 = 2×109, 6×1010, 2×1011, 4×1011, 5×1011, 8×1011,
2×1012, and 2×1012 cm-2 s-1 for T = 295, 350, 400, 450, 500, 550, 600,
650 K, respectively. Sample was pre-heated to 650 K for 1 h before
measurements.

As predicted by the thermionic model, the magnitude of the SPV at any given excitation intensity
decreases with increasing temperature, and the magnitude of the SPV increases logarithmically
with excitation intensity for all temperatures. However, the slope of the SPV versus intensity for
all of the temperatures is larger than expected ( ranges from 1.3 to 3.1 at temperatures from 650
to 295 K). The slope of the SPV intensity-dependence does begin to approach the predicted value
only at T =650 K,  = 1.3.
The dependence of  on T indicates that the high resistivity in p-type GaN samples may
affect the Kelvin probe SPV measurements. At higher temperatures, it is expected that the
sample conductivity will greatly increase, and any negative effect due to the high resistivity of
the p-type GaN samples should decrease. The increased slope could also be potentially related to
the Dember potential, which is due to the different mobilities of electrons and holes in GaN.84
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The values of R0 calculated from the highest temperatures are probably the most reliable data,
since the value of  is closest to unity.
The dependence of the steady-state SPV on light intensity for a MOCVD-grown, Mgdoped p-type GaN has also been measured and is illustrated in Figure 52. The data were taken
using the same procedure as for the HVPE-grown sample.
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Intensity-dependent SPV measurements of MOCVD-grown p-type
GaN (983_MP) in vacuum taken at various temperatures using band-toband UV illumination (325 nm). The solid lines are calculated using
Eq. (4.20b) with the parameters:  = 2.6, 2.3, 2.0, 1.7, 1.2, 1, 1, and 1,
c = 0.13 and R0 = 6×1010, 2×1011, 4×1011, 1×1012, 1×1012, 1×1012,
5×1012, and 3×1013 cm-2 s-1 for T = 295, 350, 400, 450, 500, 550, 600,
and 650 K, respectively. Sample was pre-heated to 650 K for 1 h before
measurements.

We observe the same phenomena as for the HVPE-grown GaN, namely the value of  decreases
from 2.6 to 1.0 as the sample temperature increases from 295 K to 650 K. This type of trend is
not predicted by our thermionic model. For the intensity-dependent SPV measurements from this
sample, the values of  indeed reach unity at temperatures ≥ 550 K. These measurements may
also verify that the sample conductivity may play a large role in SPV measurements taken with
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our Kelvin probe setup. When the samples are heated, the conductivity greatly increases and the
effect from the high-resistivity sample in our circuit is removed.
The steady-state SPV data for a MBE-grown, Mg-doped p-type GaN sample are shown in
Figure 53.
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Intensity-dependent SPV measurements of MBE-grown p-type GaN
(9591_BP) in vacuum taken at various temperatures using band-toband UV illumination (325 nm). The solid lines are calculated using
Eq. (4.20b) with the parameters:  = 1.3, 1.3, 1.3, 1, 1, and 1, c = 0.13
and R0 = 1×105, 7×106, 6×108, 2×109, 5×1010, and 6×1011 cm-2 s-1 for T
= 400, 450, 500, 550, 600, and 650 K, respectively. Sample was preheated to 650 K for 1 h before measurements.

Again, we observe that the slope of the intensity-dependence does not fit the model. However,
the values of  become unity when the temperature is in the range from 550 K to 650 K.
There was an additional effect observed in the MBE-grown samples: high excitation
intensity at a low sample temperature (< 400 K) caused the measured ―gradient‖ (a parameter in
the Kelvin probe software) to change. The gradient is mainly proportional to the sample/probe
spacing and the measured current in the system, which are both not expected to change under
illumination. The high illumination intensities at low temperatures may have induced a current in
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the circuit, which may negatively affect the measured CPD. This is the reason why there are
fewer data points, and it was not possible to take data below 400 K on sample 9591_MB at the
excitation intensities used. Other MBE-grown samples show a similar effect, but the degree to
which the gradient changes at low temperature (295 to 400 K) and high excitation intensity
appears to be sample dependent (9600_MB and 9599_MB). It should also be noted that the
resistance across the contacts of our p-type GaN samples sometimes changed by orders of
magnitude (MΩ to KΩ) due to UV-illumination.
To test if the high values of  at room temperature are related to the limitations of the
Kelvin probe technique for measuring high-resistivity samples, the intensity-dependent SPV was
also measured with an AFM using the SKPM mode. In this experiment, the samples were
illuminated with a Hg-lamp and the intensity was varied with a set of calibrated square neutral
density filters. The results from this experiment are shown in Figure 54. The light intensity was
estimated by accounting for the sample/lamp geometry and then using a power meter. Fitting the
intensity dependence with Eq. (4.20b) provides reasonable values of R0 for all of the sample
types. Additionally, the slope of the intensity-dependence is consistent with the thermionic
model for the measurements taken with SKPM at room temperature, in contrast to Kelvin probe
measurements. The reason for the larger than expected SPV at low excitation intensity (~10 11
cm-2s-1) could be due to stray UV-light that reaches the sample surface. The stray light should not
be of sufficiently high intensity to be responsible for the correct value of , however, due to the
logarithmic dependence of excitation intensity on the SPV.
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Intensity-dependent SPV measurements of p-type GaN samples
(9591_BP, 863_HP, and 983_MP) in vacuum taken at room
temperature using SKPM with band-to-band UV illumination
(365 nm). The solid lines are calculated using Eq. (4.20b) with the
parameters:  = 1, c = 0.13 and R0 = 7×105 (line 2) and 7×109 (line
1), cm-2 s-1 at T = 295.

The SPV data taken using the SKPM method exhibited no unusual behavior of the SPV
signal; however, in these measurements we could not wait for a stable/reliable baseline in
darkness. This would not change the slope of the dependences we measured, but would instead
shift the SPV values. It should be noted that no anomalous offsets of the SPV were observed in
these measurements, which may be due to the low excitation intensity or that the Fermi-level is
not used in the measurement of the CPD.
The time-dependent SPV at 500 K was studied in a MBE-grown sample with our Kelvin
probe setup. The SPV behavior under continuous illumination were measured at 100%, 1% and
0.01% of the full excitation intensity for 1 h and are shown in Figure 55.
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Time-dependent SPV measurement of MBE-grown p-type GaN
(9600_MB) in vacuum taken at various intensities using band-to-band
UV illumination (325 nm) at T = 500 K. Lines are added to guide the
eye.

It is apparent that the SPV at full excitation intensity shows no signs of saturation in vacuum.
Instead, at about 10-100 s, it appears that the rate at which the surface becomes more negative
increases! We may expect similar behavior for the lower excitation intensities as well, but the
behavior would appear after a period of time proportional to the excitation intensity. At an
excitation intensity of 40mW/cm2, it is predicted that the SPV behavior should saturate after less
than 1 second. We attribute this behavior to some unknown external mechanism. This type of
behavior is another unusual characteristic of the SPV behavior for p-type GaN as measured with
a Kelvin probe.

b. Restoration of the SPV
The restoration of the SPV after ceasing illumination for the HVPE-grown sample is shown in
Figure 56 for temperatures between 295 and 500 K. As predicted by a thermionic model, the
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SPV restores with a logarithmic rate. However, the rate at which the SPV restores is about twice
as fast as predicted. This may be due to a high density of defects near the surface, as was
observed in the mechanically-polished bulk GaN samples.
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Restorations of SPV for HVPE-grown GaN (863_HP) in vacuum after
short (1 s) UV illuminations for temperatures from 295 to 500 K at
P0 = 1017 cm-2s-1. The fits are calculated using Eq. (4.21b) with y0 = 1.12, -1.08, -1.03, -1.0, and -0.9 eV; T = 295, 350, 400, 450, and 500 K
;  = 1.8, 1.9, 1.9, 1.9, and 2, for all temperatures respectively; and  =
0.001 s.

The restoration of the SPV after illumination of the MOCVD grown Mg-doped p-type
GaN sample is shown in Figure 57.
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Restorations of SPV for MOCVD grown GaN (983_MP) in vacuum
after short (1 s) UV illuminations at temperatures from 295 to 500 K
with P0 = 1017 cm-2s-1. The fits are calculated using Eq. (4.21b) with
y0 = -0.55, -0.49, -0.4, -0.37, and -0.29 eV; T = 295, 350, 400, 450, and
500 K ;  = 2.4, 2.1, 1.9, 1.8 and 1.2; for all temperatures respectively;
and  = 0.1 s for all samples.

The restoration of the SPV occurs unusually fast at high temperatures, where the SPV appeared
to restore after only 50 s. All of the restorations appear to have a fast and slow component, where
the fast component lasted for the first 100 s at 295 K and then the SPV slowly restored to zero
for the remainder of the measurement. This two-component restoration behavior is more
apparent at higher temperatures, where at 500 K the SPV reached a value of about -0.050 eV
then slowly restored to zero. This could be an indication that the surface states have multiple
energy levels in the band gap. States that are closer to the valence band are expected to restore
faster, while states further in the gap will restore more slowly.
The restorations of the SPVs in the MBE-grown sample at high temperature were too fast
to be analyzed with the thermionic model and therefore are not shown here. At high temperatures
the SPV restored in less than 1 second which has not been observed in any other samples studied.
For this reason, the restorations of the MBE-grown samples are not plotted and fit with the
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thermionic model. It is, however, interesting that the thermionic model predicts sub-second
restorations at high temperatures.
It is important thing to note that if the sample is not heated to higher temperatures, then
the band bending will not fully restore. Annealing the samples is crucial to correctly estimating
the amount of band bending in dark. At higher temperatures, we are able to observe the complete
restoration of band bending, which may not be observable in one’s lifetime at 295 K.
7.7 Band Bending in p-type GaN
The band bending in dark, 0, calculated from the fits of the intensity dependence for the
HVPE-, MOCVD-, and MBE-grown samples is plotted in Figure 58.
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Estimated values of band bending for the HVPE, MOCVD, and MBE
p-type GaN samples (863_HP, 983_MP, and 9591_BE) using R0 values
from intensity-dependent SPV measurements at various temperatures.
EF – EV = 0.19, 0.20, 0.20, 21, 0.21, 0.22, 0.23, and 0.23 eV for sample
863_HP, and, 0.09, 0.09, 0.09, 0.09, 0.09, 0.10, 0.10, and 0.10 eV for
sample 983_MP, and N/A, N/A, 0.061, 0.059, 0.057, 0.056, 0.055, and
0.054 eV for sample 9591_BE at T = 295, 350, 400, 450, 500, 550,
600, and 650 K, respectively. The calculated band bending using the
AFM are shown with open symbols and is -0.84, -0.91, and -1.14 eV at
T = 295 K using F – EV = 0.15, 0.11 , and 0.073 eV, for the MOCVD,
HVPE, and MBE grown samples, respectively. Samples were preheated to 650 K for 1 h before measurements.
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Using the calculated values of R0 from the intensity-dependent measurements, the band bending
is estimated to range from -0.84 to -2.11 eV when the temperature is varied from 295 to 650 K,
respectively. The apparent increase in band bending with temperature needs to be given more
consideration since the values of  change with temperature. The intensity-dependent SPV could
not be accurately fit by the thermionic model with  close to unity at temperatures below 500 K.
If we assume that the measurements at high temperature are the most accurate (based on 
values) then the band bending values for the HVPE-, MOCVD-, and MBE-grown samples are
-1.85, -1.57, and -1.72 eV at 650 K, respectively.
The values of band bending calculated using the SKPM technique are slightly smaller
than the values measured by the Kelvin probe (by ~0.1 eV at 295 K). This may be due to an error
in the SPV measurement with the Kelvin probe technique, or that the samples did not restore to
their dark values of band bending prior to illumination in the SKPM setup. In the latter case, the
samples were kept in ambient lighting in order to solder then to a conductive metal disk. It is
possible that the fluorescent lights generated a SPV which could have affected the calculation of
band bending. However, these values can be used as the lower end for the downward band
bending in p-type GaN.
The band bending was also estimated for a HVPE-grown sample using the raw CPD
signal. Using the Eq. (4.26b), and assuming that NA = 1.3×1019 cm-3 and ND = 6.5×1018 cm-3, the
band bending of the HVPE-grown sample can be estimated using the dark CPD. For the
MOCVD-grown sample, we assume that NA = 8×1019 cm-3 and ND = 1×1018 cm-3, which results
in p = 2×1017 cm-2 at 295 K, as reported to us by our collaborators. Finally, for the MBE-grown
sample, we use NA = 6×1020 cm-3 and ND = 1.1×1018 cm-3 to obtain p = 9×1017 cm-2 at 295 K,
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which was reported to us by our collaborators. Table IX summarizes the results of these
calculations.
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Table IX: Band bending calculated for the p-type GaN samples using the dark CPD signal. Samples were
pre-heated to 650 K for 1 h before measurements.
Sample

0

Temperature
(K)

qCPD
(eV)

Eg
(eV)

EV-F
(eV)

(eV)

863_HP

295

0.068

3.45

-0.182

-1.74

863_HP

350

0.328

3.43

-0.179

-1.98

863_HP

400

0.329

3.40

-0.176

-1.95

863_HP

450

0.328

3.37

-0.174

-1.92

863_HP

500

0.332

3.33

-0.173

-1.89

863_HP

550

0.366

3.30

-0.172

-1.89

863_HP

600

0.376

3.26

-0.172

-1.86

863_HP

650

0.316

3.22

-0.174

-1.76

983_MP

295

0.172

3.45

-0.111

-1.91

983_MP

350

0.09

3.43

-0.104

-1.82

983_MP

400

0.064

3.40

-0.103

-1.76

983_MP

450

0.044

3.37

-0.103

-1.71

983_MP

500

0.043

3.33

-0.104

-1.67

983_MP

550

0.035

3.30

-0.107

-1.63

983_MP

600

-0.036

3.26

-0.110

-1.51

983_MP

650

0.085

3.22

-0.115

-1.59

9591_BP

400

0.037

3.40

-0.062

-1.78

9591_BP

450

0.063

3.37

-0.059

-1.77

9591_BP

500

0.045

3.33

-0.057

-1.72

9591_BP

550

0.030

3.30

-0.056

-1.67

9591_BP

600

0.034

3.26

-0.055

-1.64

9591_BP

650

0.086

3.22

-0.054

-1.65

The results of these calculations are shown in Figure 59.
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Estimated values of band bending for the HVPE, MOCVD, and MBE
grown p-type GaN samples (863_HP, 983_MP, and 9591_BE) using
CPD measurements. Samples were pre-heated to 650 K for 1 h before
measurements.

The values of band bending in dark from the CPD measurements are similar to the values
calculated at higher temperatures with the SPV technique. The CPD data indicate that the
absolute value of band bending slightly decreases with increasing sample temperatures. The
thermionic model predicts that the band bending should be constant with changing temperature.
However, both the SPV and CPD methods of calculating the band bending in dark appear to
indicate that the downward band bending in p-type GaN is larger than 1 eV.
In conclusion, we have measured the SPV behavior for p-type GaN grown by three
different methods. We observed that illumination of the contacts (either directly from the front
side with a laser or indirectly from the back side with the lamp) will cause anomalous offsets of
the SPV signal. These offsets will make the SPV to appear to behave as n-type GaN. The slope
of the SPV did not scale according to the thermionic model for intensity-dependent
measurements at temperatures below 500 K. This behavior was attributed to the high resistivity
in p-type GaN. Using intensity-dependent measurements from the Kelvin probe and SKPM, the
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band bending was estimated to be between -0.8 and -2.1 eV, where the band bending increases
with increasing sample temperatures. From the CPD measurements, the band bending is between
-1.5 and -2.0 eV, where the band bending slightly decreased with temperature. Further work
needs to be performed to answer this discrepancy at temperatures below 500 K.

7.8 Low-Temperature SPV Measurements
In addition to performing SPV measurements at higher temperatures to distinguish if
experimental artifacts were responsible for  values greater than unity in the intensity-dependent
SPV measurements, the SPV behavior was also measured at low temperatures. The SPV
behavior as a function of temperature for the MOCVD grown p-type GaN sample is shown in
Figure 60.
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Real time SPV temperature-dependent SPV measurement with
variation of the temperature from 77 to 280 K. Periods in which the
sample is illumination are shown with a yellow shadow.

While performing SPV measurements at 77 K, it appeared that when the temperature increased
from 77 to 295 K, that there was a conversion from ―n-type‖ at low temperatures to ―p-type‖
behavior at high temperatures. In Figure 60, at temperatures below 160 K, the CPD increases
under UV illumination. It is until about 170 – 180 K that the CPD decreases under UV
illumination, as expected for p-type GaN samples. Not only was the CPD positive at low
temperatures, but when illumination was ceased and the CPD restores, it slowly decreases
(unlike the fast offset downward observed at 295 K). This behavior can potentially be explained
by a thermionic model used to fit PL data by Reshchikov et al.85 In this model, it was predicted
that at low temperatures and high excitation intensities there is a larger concentration of free
electrons than free holes. It is expected that electrons will saturate a non-radiative defect, which
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will cause a population inversion. At higher temperatures, holes become unbound from deep
acceptors and then are able to ―unplug‖ the non-radiative channel. With the Kelvin probe, the
observation of ―p-type‖ to ―n-type‖ SPV behavior has also been observed for MOCVD- and
MBE-grown samples. The temperatures at which the behaviors change are in approximate
agreement with the values expected by Reshchikov et al.85
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Chapter 8: X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy & Hall Measurements

8.1 XPS Measurements on n-type GaN
To confirm the presence of a UV-induced surface oxide layer, XPS data were taken of
both the initial and 100 h UV-exposed samples. Figure 61 contains survey spectra for both
samples, where corrections for charge shifting were done based on the C1s peak position at
284.6 eV (shifted the spectra by +1.3 eV).
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XPS survey spectra of the initial and UV-exposed samples. 2015_HN
O 1s
excited with MgK X-rays.
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differences between the spectra are the presence of smaller Ga2p peaks and
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a larger O1s peak for the UV-exposed vs. initial sample. The relative differences of these peaks
indicate the growth of a thicker oxide on the surface.
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Higher resolution spectra of the (a) O1s and (b) Ga3d peaks for the
initial and UV-exposed samples. Both peaks are shifted to higher
binding energy for the UV-exposed sample.

Figure 62 shows high-resolution data for the oxygen O1s peak near 532 eV and Ga3d peak near
19 eV. The oxygen peak is more pronounced for the UV-exposed sample and has a shift of
~0.5 eV to higher binding energy, indicating a different chemical environment. A similar shift of
~0.3 eV is also observed for the Ga3d peak. XPS data therefore support the presence of a thicker
surface oxide for the sample with extended UV exposure in air.
We can estimate band bending using the Ga3d peak with the described method in the
literature review where:
( EF  EV ) Surface  EF Surface  Ga3d  17.76

(8.1)

and
0  EF Surface  EF Bulk .

(8.2)

Using this expression, the band bending was calculated using the positions of the Ga3d
peak and the bulk Fermi-level positions provide values of 1.3 and 1.6 eV for the initial and UVexposed surfaces, respectively. These values are about 0.2 – 0.5 eV larger than the values
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measured by the Kelvin probe using the dark CPD and the SPV technique. There is possible
error in these measurements that comes from shifting the XPS spectra for carbon. It is assumed
that the Fermi-levels between sample and spectrometer are aligned, so there should be no need
for shifting. In this early work, we did not mount the sample such that it would be in good
electrical contact with the XPS setup. Also, it is important to note that these calculated values of
band bending are the lower limits, since the X-rays generate a SPV during measurement of the
Ga3d peak.

8.2 Temperature-dependent Hall Effect Measurements
Temperature-dependent Hall effect measurements were performed to determine the
concentration of free electrons, n, and electron mobility, , of sample 2015_HN. Previously, we
found that n = 3×1018 cm-3 at room temperature;86 however, the temperature-dependent
measurements in this study indicate that there exists a highly conductive layer near the
GaN/sapphire interface which alters the measured mobility and concentration of free electrons. 87
Applying a two layer model used by Look et al.,88 we have now corrected the measurements of
mobility and concentration of free electrons, as shown in Figure 63.
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Temperature-dependent Hall measurements of (a) concentration of free
electrons n and (b) electron mobility  for sample 2015_HN. Measured
values (blue circles) were corrected using a 2-layer model (red squares)
with  = 43.5 cm2Vs and n = 2×1020 cm-3 for the degenerate interface
layer. The solid line was fit using NA = 5×1016 cm-3, ND = 4×1017 cm-3,
and ED = 0.020 eV from Ref. [87].

The correction was obtained by assuming that at low temperatures, the degenerate interface layer
is the primary conducting channel, and that values measured at low temperatures are from only
the degenerate region. This provides values of  = 43.5 cm-2Vs and n = 2×1020 cm-3 for the
degenerate layer, assuming it has a thickness of 200 nm, as in Ref. [87]. The corrected value of n
for the bulk region of sample 2015_HN is then about 3×1017 cm-3 at room temperature, which is
an order of magnitude smaller than previously determined. The depletion region is subsequently
estimated to be about 50 nm wide.
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Chapter 9: Conclusions and Future Directions
This dissertation has discussed the characterization of the surfaces of GaN using various
techniques, mainly the surface photovoltage technique based on the Kelvin probe method. We
began by analyzing the SPV behavior in n-type GaN under continuous illumination in oxygen
and vacuum. In oxygen, illumination of the sample with UV-light aids physisorbed oxygen to
become chemisorbed after it receives an electron from the bulk, which reduces the band bending.
In vacuum, we observed the subsequent desorption of negatively charged species under
illumination. When measuring the intensity-dependent SPV behavior, the SPV increased
logarithmically with light intensity as predicted by a thermionic model. Using this dependence,
the band bending in an HVPE-grown GaN was estimated to be about 1.1 eV upward. The band
bending was also estimated using the dark CPD, which provided values close to 1 eV as well.
The restoration of the band bending was logarithmic in time as predicted by a thermionic model.
However, the delay time after which the logarithmic dependence began depended on how long
the sample was exposed with UV-light at high intensity, which can be attributed to slow external
processes.
We discussed the effect of polarity and surface treatment on the SPV behavior in HVPEgrown bulk GaN templates. When analyzing the steady-state SPV behavior in oxygen, we
established that the HCl-cleaned, N-polar surface is more prone to the photo-induced adsorption
of oxygen species. The band bending in Ga-polar GaN is about 0.2 eV larger than the that in Npolar GaN. The SPV spectra obtained with below-bandgap excitation revealed that the
mechanically polished surfaces generated larger SPVs due to a larger number of defects near the
surface. In photoluminescence measurements, the mechanically polished surfaces exhibited PL
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intensities several orders of magnitude smaller than the chemically mechanically polished
surfaces. This further indicates that there exists a large concentration of defects near the surface
of the mechanically polished samples. Furthermore, in the experiments measuring the SPV
restoration after short illumination of the mechanically and chemically mechanically polished
surfaces, it was found that the restoration rate was about twice as fast as expected for the
mechanically treated surfaces. This behavior was attributed to electron hopping between defects,
thereby assisting electrons to reach the surface.
For p-type GaN, we observed that illumination of the contacts (either directly from the
front-side with a laser or indirectly from the back side with the lamp) will cause anomalous
offsets of the SPV signal. The slope of the SPV as a function of excitation intensity was
inconsistent with a thermionic model at temperatures below 500 K. Using intensity-dependent
measurements from the Kelvin probe and SKPM, the band bending was estimated to be between
-0.8 and -2.1 eV, where the band bending appeared to increase with increasing sample
temperatures. From the CPD measurements, we determined that the band bending is between 1.6 and -2.0 eV, with no significant temperature dependence. Pre-heating the samples at 650 K
for 1 h in dark proved vital in correctly measuring the value of band bending in dark.
In summary, we have studied the surface properties of GaN using the SPV technique
based on the Kelvin probe method. A thermionic model has been developed to explain the
results. Specifically, we found that: (1) oxygen is photo-adsorbed onto the surface of GaN; (2)
the oxide layer grows due to extended exposure of GaN to UV-light in air ambient; (3) the band
bending in n-type GaN is about 1 eV at T = 295 – 650 K; (4) the SPV behavior in n-type GaN
can be well-described by a thermionic model; (5) the cleaned N-polar surface is more prone to
the adsorption of oxygen and has about 0.2 eV smaller band bending than Ga-polar; (6) the
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surface preparation (type of polishing) can affect the steady-state SPV values and SPV
restoration due to the introduction of defects at the surface; (7) the difficulties measuring the
SPV behavior of p-type GaN under UV-illumination due to experimental artifacts; (8) the band
bending for p-type GaN varies from -0.8 to -2.3 eV, with the largest value at 600 K; (9) that preheating the samples in darkness allowed the band bending in p-type GaN to fully restore, and
(10) p-type GaN may convert locally to n-type GaN at low temperatures and high UV-excitation.
Finally, this dissertation illustrated the versatility of the Kelvin probe method to characterize the
surface of wide band gap semiconductors.
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